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I. IHTBODUCTION 
Researchers are often interested in estimating cumulative 
distribution functions from survey data. For example, Sedransk and 
Sedransk (1979) examined the feasibility of using estimated cumulative 
distribution functions as one means of making comparisons among radi­
ation therapy facilities in a large-scale national survey of cancer 
patient medical records. Also of interest in many analytical surveys 
are estimators of functions of the cumulative distribution function such 
as the median and other quantiles, along with estimators of their 
standard errors and confidence intervals. Quantiles are of particular 
Interest when a variable is known to have a markedly skewed distribu­
tion. For example, in a survey of urban households, a point or interval 
estimate of median household Income may be desired. 
Studies which assume simple random sampling without replacement 
from an absolutely continuous distribution form the basis of most of the 
existing literature on quantile estimation. Estimators which have been 
proposed for this situation include the sample median and various linear 
combinations of order statistics (Karrell and Davis 1982, Kaigh and 
Lachenbruch 1982). Estimators of the standard error of the sample 
median which have been proposed Include a small sample variance 
estimator by Marltz and Jarrett (1978), a method which is essentially 
equivalent to the bootstrap "Method 1" estimator described by Efron 
(1979), and a generalized least squares estimator of the large sample 
standard error of the sample median (Sheather and Marltz 1983). 
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Procedures for constructing confidence intervals for the median under 
simple random sampling from a continuous distribution date back to the 
late 1930s (Nair 1940, Savur 1937, Thonçson 1936) and since then have 
been thoroughly investigated (David 1981). 
Sampling designs which are more complex than simple random sampling 
are generally used in survey sampling. Some information about the 
population of interest is usually available and often is Incorporated 
into the survey design and into the estimation process to Increase the 
precision of estimates. 
Extension of results derived under an assumption of simple random 
sampling from an absolutely continuous distribution to the complex 
sampling designs used in finite population sampling has met with limited 
success. Woodruff (1952) and Jonrup (1975) have proposed using a 
weighted sample median to estimate the population median, where the 
weight assigned to each observation is proportional to the inverse of 
its selection probability. Using the approach taken by Maritz and 
Jarrett (1978), Gross (1980) derived a small-sample estimator of the 
variance of the weighted sample median estimator for stratified sampling 
without replacement from a finite population. 
Current methods for constructing confidence intervals for quantiles 
vary depending upon the approach taken relative to making inferences 
from samples to the finite population. Broadly speaking, the finite 
population can be considered to be a fixed set of elements, or it can be 
considered to come from an infinite population, called a superpopula­
tion. 
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Under the classical or fixed population approach (Cassel, Sarndal, 
and Wretman 1977), each population value is regarded as a fixed but 
unknown quantity. The sample is viewed as random, and the units within 
the sample are considered fixed quantities. Inference from the sample 
to the finite population is based primarily upon the stochastic element 
introduced by the sampling plan. 
The superpopulation approach considers the observed values in a 
survey to be outcomes of an underlying process or superpopulation 
model. IMlike the classical approach, the superpopulation approach 
takes the view that associated with each population unit is a random 
variable which has a given stochastic structure. The superpopulation 
model plays a vital role in inference with this approach. From the 
observations in a sample, inferences are made about the superpopulation 
model. The superpopulation model then is used to make predictions 
concerning the population units not included in the sample and, 
ultimately, the population parameter of interest. 
A number of authors have investigated model-free procedures for 
constructing exact 100(1 - a) percent confidence intervals for 
quantiles in finite populations (0 < a < 1) . Inferences from the 
sang)le to the finite population are based upon confidence Intervals 
which take into account the sampling scheme. Thompson (1936), Wilks 
(1962), and Konijn (1973) have given design-based confidence intervals 
for the sample median when simple random sampling from a finite 
population is assumed. Meyer (1972) and Sedransk and Meyer (1978) 
investigated three exact confidence interval procedures for quantiles 
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when sampling is from a stratified population. Stratified random 
sang)ling when the population has been divided into two strata either 
randomly or in an ordered fashion (based on the known distribution of an 
increasing concomitant variable) was assumed. Confidence intervals for 
two of the proposed procedures are formed from pairs of order statistcs; 
a third procedure is derived from the empirical distribution function. 
For more than two strata, the confidence Interval procedures 
proposed by Meyer (1972) and Sedransk and Meyer (1978) become very 
complex and require substantial amounts of computation to implement. 
Theoretical results are tedious but can be extended to more than two 
strata. Meyer (1972) has given results for the case of three strata. 
Blesseos (1976) has extended Meyer's procedures for determining the 
confidence coefficient of confidence Intervals based on order statistics 
from the combined sample to the case where the finite population has up 
to five ordered or random strata. Some extensions to the general case 
of L strata were considered. Blesseos has also obtained expressions 
for a number of one-stage and two-stage cluster sampling schemes. 
Clearly, the order statistic approach to the construction of 
confidence Intervals for quantiles with known confidence coefficients is 
not practical for complex survey designs. Some authors have resorted to 
determining lower bounds for confidence coefficients as a means of 
dealing with this problem. Other approaches to inference from the 
sample to the finite population make various superpopulation model 
assumptions. 
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McCarthy (1965) derived a lower bound for the confidence coeffi­
cient of confidence intervals for the population median under stratified 
random sampling. Pairs of symmetric order statistics from the combined 
stratified sample were used to form confidence intervals. His results 
are based on two key assumptions: sample sizes are proportional across 
strata, and the distribution function in each stratum is continuous. 
Smith and Sedransk (1983) have investigated lower bounds for the 
confidence coefficient for the confidence interval procedure used by 
McCarthy. Proportional allocation of the sample to the strata was not 
assumed. When the number of strata exceeds two, the authors proposed an 
approximate lower bound for the confidence coefficient as a means of 
reducing the enormous amount of computation that their proposed 
procedure requires. The proposed shortcut is based on an assunçtion of 
sampling with replacement within strata. 
Other approaches to inference from the sample to the finite 
population are based on information about the distribution of values of 
the characteristic under study in the finite population. Chambers and 
Dunstan (1986) have taken a model-based approach to estimating the 
population distribution function. For purposes of making inferences 
from the sample to the finite population, Chambers and Dunstan view the 
i 
survey design as unimportant. From observations in the sample, 
inferences are made about a superpopulation model. The model is then 
used to make predictions concerning the population units not included in 
the sample and ultimately to estimate the population cumulative 
distribution function. 
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Ericson (1969) and Binder (1982) have taken a Bayesian approach to 
inference from the sample to a finite population. Here the finite 
population is assumed to be a sample from a parametric superpopulation 
in which the parameters of the superpopulation have a specified prior 
distribution. For estimating population quantlles in simple or 
stratified samples, Ericson (1969) and Binder (1982) have shown a close 
correspondence between Bayesian prediction Intervals and the design-
based confidence interval procedures given by Wllks (1962) and Sedransk 
and Meyer (1978). Using the asjniptotic results of Scott (1971), Binder 
also showed that Bayesian prediction intervals In large, stratified 
samples are virtually identical to the confidence set procedures 
developed by Woodruff (1952). The model-based, Bayesian approach does 
not extend readily to more complex designs, such as multi-stage 
sampling. 
Woodruff (1952) proposed a large-sample confidence set procedure 
that can be adapted to any general probability sampling scheme. It 
requires computation of the weighted sample median. Standard, design-
based variance estimators are used to estimate the standard error of the 
percentage of items In the population with values less than the 
median. Approximate confidence intervals are then determined for cases 
when the sample is sufficiently large so that the approximate 
distribution of the weighted sample median can be assumed to be normal. 
Woodruff's confidence Interval procedure, as well as the other 
estimation procedures which have been described, are examined In greater 
detail in Chapter II. Unlike other confidence interval procedures which 
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have been developed, the Woodruff (1952) procedure provides a general 
method for determining confidence intervals for most sampling schemes 
encountered in practice. Large sample properties of the weighted median 
estimator (and hence, the appropriateness of using the normal 
distribution to approximate its distribution in large samples) have not 
been investigated. The superpopulation approach to inference in survey 
sampling is used in Chapter III to derive the limiting distribution of 
the weighted sanqile median estimator. Estimation procedures which are 
proposed in Chapter III have been incorporated into the PC CARP survey 
data analysis con^ uter program. Monte Carlo studies were conducted to 
evaluate the procedures. Results of these studies are summarized in 
Chapter IV. 
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II. PSEVIODS ffORK IN QUAMTILE ESTIMATION 
Studies which assume simple random sampling without replacement 
from an absolutely continuous distribution form the basis of most of the 
existing literature on quantile estimation. In Section A, quantile 
estimators and estimators of their variances are examined for simple 
random samples drawn from an infinite population and/or from a finite 
population. Confidence Interval procedures are also reviewed. 
Sampling designs which are more complex than simple random sampling 
are generally used in survey sampling. Most of the research to date has 
been limited to stratified random sampling. This literature is reviewed 
in Section B. Results for more complicated survey designs are 
summarized in Section C. 
A. Single Random Saiq>ling 
1. Infinite Population Sampling 
Let F(y) = P(Y < y) be a probability distribution function. The 
population quantile of order p is defined as 
q(p) = inf{y; F(y) > p} (2.1) 
for 0 < p < 1 . If F is continuous and strictly increasing, then 
q(p) = F ^ (p) is the unique solution to (2.1). In general, q(p) 
satisfies 
P{Y < q(p)} < p < P{Y < q(p)} , 
or equivalently 
F(q(p)-) < P < F(q(p)) . 
Let Yj, Yg, Y^  be a random sample of size n from a popula­
tion with distribution function F . By definition, Y^ , Y^ , Y^  
are Independent, identically distributed random variables, each with the 
common distribution function F . For all real y , the empirical 
distribution function for Y^  , Y^ , ..., Y^  is defined to be 
1 " 
F„(y) = n Z I{Y. < y} , (2.2) 
1=1 
where 
I{Y^  < y} = 1 if Y^  < y 
0 otherwise 
The sample quantlle of order p is defined as 
q^ (p) = inf{y: F^ (y) > p} . (2.3) 
Sang)le quantlles also can be defined using order statistics. Let 
Y^ j, ^(2)' ***' ^ (n) represent the order statistics corresponding to 
the sample. For simple random sampling, the sample quantlle of order 
P » q^ (p) , can be expressed as 
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S,(P) ' "{np} 
where {•} is the least integer function (i.e., {x} = the least integer 
greater than or equal to x ). For 1 < j < n , we have the following 
relationship 
"(J) " VJ/"' • 
The sangle quantile of order p is a strongly consistent estimator 
of q(p) , unless F(q(p)) = p and F(q(p)) = F(q(p) + e) for some 
e > 0 (i.e., unless F is flat in a right neighborhood of q(p)). 
This is shown in the following theorem (Serfling 1980, p. 75). 
Theorem 2.1. Let Yg, ..., be a random sample of size n with 
common distribution function F , and let 0 < p < 1 . If y = q(p) is 
 ^ â S 
the unique solution of F(y-) < p < F(y) , then q^ p^) —q(p) as 
n+o» . 
Proof. Let e > 0 be given. By definition of q(p) and the 
uniqueness of q(p) as a solution of F(y-) < p < F(y) , 
F(q(p) - e) < p < F(q(p) + e) . 
Since Y^ , Y^ , Y^  are independent, identically distributed random 
variables, it follows that for 1 = 1, ..., n and y e R , 
= I{Y^  < y} are independent identically distributed Bernoulli random 
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variables with E(X^ ) = F(y) . Therefore, by the Strong Law of Large 
Numbers, as n+m 
F^ [q(p) - e) F(q(p) - e) 
and 
F^ q^Cp) + e) F(q(p) + e) . 
Hence, 
lim P{F^ (q(p) - e) < p < F^ (q(p) + e) for all m > n} = 1 , 
n+o» 
or equivalently, 
lim P{q(p) - e < q (p) < q(p) + e for all m > n} = 1 . • 
n+m 
From Theorem 2.1 we have 
lim P{sup |q^ (p) - q(p)| > e} = 0 . (2.4) 
n+« m>n 
Additionally, it can be shown that (2.4) converges to 0 at an 
exponential rate (Serfling 1980). 
The distribution function of q^ (p) is given by 
Hjj(y) = P{qjj(p) < y} 
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= P{F^ (y) > p} 
= P{nF^ (y) > np} 
= Z (J)[F(y)]^ [l - FCy)]"^ "^  , (2.5) 
l=r 
where 
(^ ) = n![i!(n - i)!] ^  , 
r = {np} , and {•} is the least integer function. If F(y) is 
continuous and has probability density function f(y) = F'(y) , then the 
following expression gives the density of q^ (p) : 
\ (y)  = r(^ [^F(y) ]^ l[l - F(y)]""'' f(y) . (2.6) 
Cramer (1946) assumed that in a neighborhood of y = q(p) , f(y) 
is positive, continuous and has a continuous derivative. With these 
assumptions, he used (2.6) to show that the density of the random 
variable 
[n lp(l - p)]"^ f^(q(p))[q^ (p) - q(p)] 
converges pointwise to the density of a standard normal random variable. 
Weiss (1964) has given a proof of the asymptotic normality of 
q^ (p) for the more general case whereby F is only assumed to be 
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continuous and strictly increasing with positive density at q(p) . His 
proof revolves around the asynptotic behavior of the empirical distribu­
tion function, . Using this approach and the same assumptions, 
Wretman (1978) gave an elegant proof of the asymptotic normality of 
î„(p) . 
Relss (1974) examined the accuracy of the normal approximation to 
I/o 
the distribution of n 2 [q^ (p) - q(p)] for 0 < p < 1 . If F has a 
positive, continuous density and a bounded second derivative, Relss 
(1974) showed that the error in the normal approximation is 0(n  ^) . 
Multivariate generalizations which show the asymptotic joint 
normality of a vector of sample quantiles, q (p.), q (p_), q (p.) 
Il X R 6 XI iC 
for 0 < p^  < Pg < ... < p^  < 1 , require that F have a certain degree 
of smoothness in neighborhoods of each of the points 
q(p^ ), q^ Pg), .... q(p^ j . Serfllng (1980) gave the following result 
which places only a few restrictions on F . 
Theorem 2.2. Let 0 < p^  < Pg < ••• <Pj^ <l . Suppose that F is 
conuinuous and possesses a density, f , in neighborhoods of 
q(p^ ), q(p2), ..., q(p^ ) and that f is positive and continuous at 
q(p^ ), q(p2), ...» q(p^ ) . Then the asymptotic joint distribution of 
n^ 2^(q^ (pp - q(pp), ..., n ^ 2^ (q^ (p^ ) _ q(p^ )^ 
Is k-dimenslonal normal with zero mean vector and covariances 
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cT^ j = {f(q(Pi))f(q(Pj))}~^ Pi(i - Pj) 
for 1 < 1 < j < k . 
Proof. See David (1981, p. 255) and Serfling (1980, p. 93). • 
The proof of Bieorem 2.2 is based on the multivariate central limit 
theorem and on a weak version of the Bahadur (1966) representation of 
q^ (Pj) for 1 < j < k which is due to Ghosh (1971). Suppose F is 
twice differentiable in a neighborhood of q(Pj) , the second 
derivative, F" , is bounded in that neighborhood, and f(q(Pj)] > 0 . 
Iftider these assunçtions, Bahadur proved 
q^ CPj) = q(Pj) - [f(q(Pj))] ^ [Fn(q(Pj)) - Pj] + \(j) , (2.7) 
where R^ (j) = 0(n ^ ^^ [log n]^ ^^ [log log n]^ ^^ ) a.s. as n+m . Keifer 
(1967) has shown that the exact order of R^ (j) is 
-3/4 3/4 0(n [log log n] ) a.s. as n+o» . More recently, Serfling (1981) 
has shown that expression (2.7) can be obtained by assuming only that 
F is twice differentiable at Pj and that f(q(p^ )) > 0 . Assuming 
only that F is once differentiable at q(Pj) and that 
0 < f(q(Pj)) < » , Ghosh (1971) obtained the weaker result: 
Rq(j) = Op(n ^^ 2^ ) . 
A number of methods for determining a confidence interval for a 
given population quantlle, q(p) for 0 < p < 1 , have been developed 
for the general case where F is continuous and strictly increasing in 
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a neighborhood of q(p) . A distribution-free confidence interval 
procedure which is based on order statistics will be examined first. 
Two large sample procedures which are based on the asymptotic 
distributions of order statistics and sample quantiles, respectively, 
will also be considered. Other procedures, such as those proposed by 
Geertsema (1970) and Noether (1973) for the special case of the median 
of a symmetric distribution, will not be reviewed. 
Order statistics can be used to form exact, distribution-free 
confidence Intervals for population quantiles. The distribution 
function of the i-th order statistic, 1 < 1 < n , is given by (David 
1981, Wilks 1962): 
This follows from the fact that the number of sample observations which 
are less than or equal to y is a binomial random variable with 
parameters n and F(y) . Equlvalently, 
P{Y(1) < y} = E (^ )[F(y)]^ [l - F(y)]*-k 
k=i 
(2 .8)  
P{Y(i) < y} = n-i+1) 
where Ip(a, b) is the incomplete beta function 
0 
for 0 < p < 1 , a > 0 , and b > 0 . 
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A two-sided confidence interval for q(p) is of the form 
[Y^ j, , where 1 < i < j < n . The confidence coefficient for 
this closed interval is well known (David 1981, Walsh 1962, Wilks 
1962). Its derivation follows directly from (2.8) and the identity 
{Y(i) < q(p)} = < q(p) < < q(P)} , (2.9) 
where the two events on the right-hand side are disjoint. If F is 
continuous and strictly Increasing, then the confidence coefficient is 
given by 
P{Y(i) < q(p) < = Ip(i, n-i+1) - Ip(j, n-j+1) 
= (5 pk(l - p)0-k . (2.10) 
k=i 
Thonçson (1936) and Savur (1937) derived symmetric confidence 
coefficients for the median, q(0.5) , for simple random samples from a 
continuous distribution. For this case, equation (2.10) becomes 
n-l+l) - 1 . 
For samples of size n = 6, 7, ..., 81 , Nair (1940) has tabulated the 
maximum value of i such that P{Y^ ^^  < q(0.5) < > 1 - a , 
for a equal to 0.05 and 0.01. More extensive tables are given in 
MacKinnon (1964) and Van der Barren (1970). 
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When F is not continuous, a lower bound for the confidence 
coefficient of Y^ j^ ] is given by the right-hand side of 
expression (2.10). This result is an immediate consequence of (2.9) and 
the following easily derived inequalities: 
P{Y(i) < q(p)} > Ip(i, n-i+1) 
< q(p)} < Ip(j, n-j+1) . 
This lower bound for the confidence coefficient of Y^ j^ ] was 
first obtained by Scheffe and Tukey (1945) and has also been noted by 
David (1981), Khatri (1963), and Noether (1967). 
Only a few confidence coefficients for confidence intervals of the 
form (^n-i+1)^  can be calculated for fixed 0 < p < 1 when the 
sample size is small. The number of different confidence coefficients 
-1 -1 is 2 n when n > 2 is even, and it is 2 (n - 1) when n > 3 is 
odd. A considerable increase in the number of confidence coefficients 
results when closed random intervals of the form 
+ "(!«)'• + \j,)l 
are considered, where 1 < i < j < n , j= n-i+1 , and 0 < t < j-i 
Guilbaud (1979) has shown that 
18 
< 4(0-5) < 4. 
> Z'lffZlQ g(l, n-i+1) - 1] + [2Io g(i+t, n-l-t+1) - 1]} . 
In other words, a lower bound for the confidence coefficient of a 
confidence Interval, which is obtained by averaging the endpolnts of two 
confidence intervals of the form [Y, . v ,  Y, .and (1) (n-i+1) 
(^n-i-t+1)^  ' found by averaging the lower bounds for the 
confidence coefficients for each interval. 
In large samples, calculation of (2.10) becomes cumbersome, and the 
normal approximation to the binomial distribution can be used to 
estimate confidence coefficients. Confidence intervals are obtained by 
treating [F^ (q(p)) - p][V^ {F^ (q(p))}]  ^as an approximate pivotal 
quantity. For 0 < p < 1 , the number of sample observations which are 
less than or equal to nF^ (q(p)) has a binomial distribution with 
parameters n and p , and thus V^ {F^ (q(p))} = n p^(l - p) . From the 
Llndeberg Central Limit Theorem, it follows that 
n ^  [F^ (q(p)) - p][p(l - p)] -^ > N(0, 1) . 
Hence, in large samples an approximate 100(1 - a) percent confidence 
Interval for q(p) Is found from the inequalities in 
P{- Zjjj/2  ^ I^ nCqCp)) - P][P(1 - 1 ~ » 
19 
or 
P{P - Zg/g"" [P(l - P)] < Fn(q(P)) 
< P + Zgy2^   ^[P(l - P)] ^ } = 1 - a , 
where is defined by (^z^ yg) = 1 - a/2 and $(•) is the 
distribution function of a standard normal random variable. Under the 
assumption that F is continuous and strictly increasing in a 
neighborhood of q(p) , this is equivalent to 
p|?(L) < q(p) < ?(u)} - 1 - » . 
where L is the greatest integer less than or equal to 
n{p - z^ y2 ^   ^[p(l - p)] ^ } and u is the smallest integer greater 
than or equal to n{p + z^ yg"  ^[p(l - p)] ^ } . Therefore, for 
large n 
"(«• ?(u)i «.ID 
constitutes an approximate 100(1 - o) percent confidence interval for 
the p-th quantile of the population, q(p) . 
The asymptotic distribution of q^ p^) , which is given in Theorem 
2.2, also can be used to construct confidence intervals for q(p) in 
large samples. Confidence intervals are constructed by treating 
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n ^  [q^ p^) - q(p)]f(q(p)) [p(l - p)]  ^as an approximate pivotal 
quantity. By Theorem 2.2, the confidence coefficient of 
[q^ Cp) - 2^f(q(p))} ^ {p(i - P)} ^  , 
qjj(p) + 2^ f(q(p))}"^ {p(l - p)} ^  ] (2.12) 
converges to 1 - o as n+o . 
This large sample confidence interval procedure is readily 
generalized to linear combinations of population quantiles. For 
exançle, the interquartile range, q(0.75) - q(0.25) , has a large 
sample approximate 100(1 - oc) percent confidence interval which is 
given by 
[(9^ (0.75) - î^ (0.25)) - (q^ (0.75) - q^ (0.25)) + z^ y^ n" ^^ 2 o] 
(2.13) 
where 
a2 = 16"^ {3[f(q(0.25))]"^  - 6[f(q(0.25))f(q(0.75))]"^  + 3[f(q(0.75))]"^ } 
Serfling (1980) has demonstrated the asyng)totic equivalence of 
(2.11) and (2.12). Under the conditions of Theorem 2.2 and the added 
assumption that F is twice differentiable at q(p) , the upper and 
lower endpoints of (2.11) and (2.12) are each shown to differ by a 
quantity which is, with probability 1 , o(n  ^) . Since the length 
21 
of the interval given in (2.12) is 0(n )^ , the two confidence 
interval procedures are asynçtotically equivalent. 
The confidence interval procedure given by (2.11) has the advantage 
of not requiring explicit estimation of the variance of q^ (p) , and the 
computation of f(q(p)) . In practice, f(q(p)) is usually unknown and 
a consistent estimator of f(q(p)) must be used in (2.12). 
An alternative procedure for estimating the asymptotic variance of 
1/  ^
n 2^ q^ (p) _ q(p)) is the bootstrap estimator of variance (Efron 1979, 
1982). While Efron only considered this procedure for the special case 
of the median, q(0.5) , bootstrap results are readily generalized to 
q(p) for 0 < p < 1 . Simple random sampling from a population having 
a continuous distribution function, F , is assumed. The distribution 
function also is assumed to be strictly increasing and to have a 
positive and continuous derivative in a neighborhood of q(0.5) . 
The bootstrap variance estimator is determined by computing the 
I/o ^ ^ 
variance of n 2(q^ (p) - q^ (p)) conditional on the original n 
observations, where q*(p) is the p-th sample quantile of a random 
resample of size n drawn with replacement from the original sample. 
The variance is 
where 
"(i) ° ^ • 
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= V (1 - (1 - for i = 2...., 
and c = [np] + 1 . 
Maritz and Jarrett (1978) independently derived variance estimator 
(2.14) for n = 2m + 1 and q^ (0.5) = . The r-th moment of 
q^ (0.5) is easily derived from equation (2.6): 
£{[^ (0.5)]"^ } = (m + l)(Ji) / y^ lF(y)(l - F(y))]"'f(y)dy (2.15) 
—00 
1 
= (m + l)(J^ j) / [F (x)]^ [x(l - x)]°dx . 
Arguing that estimating F by the empirical distribution function, 
-1 
, is the same as estimating F (x) by the observed order 
statistics, Maritz and Jarrett (1978) obtained the following estimate of 
(2.15): 
(2 .16)  
where 
i/n 
g. = (m + l)(J?i) / x"(l - x)™dx . 
 ^ (1-1)/n 
When c = [2 ^ n] + 1 in expression (2.14), g^  = p^  ^. 
Iftider the given assunptlons on F , Bickel and Freedman (1981) have 
shown that for almost all sample sequences Y^ , ..., Y^  the conditional 
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1/  ^ A 
distribution of n (^q*(0.5) - q^ (0.5)j given converges 
weakly to N(0, 4 ^ [f[q(0.5))] as n+m . Since by Theorem 2.2, this 
1/  ^
is also the limit law of n 2^ q^ (o.5) - q(0.5)) , the authors argued 
that the validity of using the conditional distribution of 
I/o ^ ^ 
n 2^ q*(o.5) - q^ (0.5)) in the construction of confidence intervals 
for q(0.5) is established. 
Justification for using the bootstrap variance estimator directly 
in expression (2.12) comes from Ghosh, Parr, Singh, and Babu (1984). 
With the added assumption that E[|Y^ j"] < « for some a > 0 , these 
authors proved that the bootstrap variance estimator is strongly 
consistent: a*^  4 ^ [f(q(p))] ^  as n+m . 
Sheather and Marltz (1983) have proposed an estimator of the 
asymptotic standard error of the sample median, q^ (0.5) , which is 
based upon generalized least squares. Practical problems associated 
with Implementing the proposed estimator and two other existing 
estimators are reviewed. Results of simulation studies showed that the 
proposed estimator performed well when observations are from heavy-
tailed distributions. The best general-use estimator of the asymptotic 
standard error of the sample median was judged to be one which used a 
modified kernel density estimation procedure. 
Two estimators of the p-th population quantile, in addition to the 
p-th sample quantile, have been proposed. Harrell and Davis (1982) 
applied the procedures put forth by Marltz and Jarrett (1978) and 
proposed the following quantile estimator which is a linear combination 
of order statistics 
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q^ (p) = [6{(n t Dp. (n + 1)(1 - P)}] ^  
} - y)(o+i)(i-P)-idy 
0 
i!i ' 
where 
gJ = [e{(n + Dp, (n + D(1 - P)}] ^  / y("+l)P \l-y)( 1-p)-1 jy 
(1-D/n 
For the special case of p = 0.5 and n = 2m + 1 , ~ ®i 
expression (2.16). 
Harrell and Davis conducted Monte Carlo simulations which showed 
that q^ (p) is substantially more efficient than the sample median for 
a number of symmetric and asymmetric distributions having both light and 
heavy tails. A proposed jackknife variance estimator, V^ {q^ (p)} , also 
was examined as part of the Monte Carlo simulations. The estimated bias 
of the jackknife variance estimator, as measured by the ratio of the 
mean of the simulated jackknife variance estimates to the observed 
variance of q^ (p) across simulations, was generally less than 15 
percent for all distributions included in the study. Based on these 
results, the authors suggested that confidence Intervals for q(p) can 
readily be constructed using the asymptotic normality of q^ (p) . 
Kalgh and Lachenbruch (1982) proposed a quantlle estimator, 
q^ (p) , which is obtained by taking all possible simple random samples 
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of size k (1 < k < n) from the original complete sample 
, determining the subsample quantile for each, and averaging 
across all (°) subsamples of size k . The resulting estimator can be 
written as a linear combination of order statistics and can be shown to 
be a U-statistic. When F is absolutely continuous and has a positive 
density at q(p) for 0 < p < 1 , the proposed estimator is 
asymptotically normally distributed. 
Kaigh (1983) proposed a jackknife variance estimation procedure, 
Vj{qj^ (p)} , as a means of estimating the variance of 1^ (p) • Using 
properties of U-statistics, the jackknife variance estimator was shown 
to be a consistent estimator of the asymptotic variance. Kaigh (1983) 
also suggested an approximate 100(1 - a) percent confidence interval; 
+ Vk.art'V'n""" I ' 
where t^ _^  is the 100(1 - o2 ^ ) percentage point of the Student 
t distribution with n-k degrees of freedom. 
Steinberg and Davis (1985) conducted a simulation study which 
compared this confidence interval procedure with the order statistic 
method given in (2.10) and a confidence interval procedure which uses 
the Harrell and Davis (1982) quantile estimator: 
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where defined by = 1 - a2 ^  and #(») is the 
distribution function of a standard normal random variable. These 
authors also examined use of the bootstrap variance estimator (2.14) in 
the construction of approximate confidence intervals for the median 
(p = 0.5). Substituting (2.14) into (2.12) gives 
Û„(0.5) - 5 (^0.5) + . 
Steinberg and Davis (1985) drew simple random samples from the 
uniform, normal, exponential, and lognormal distributions. Three sets 
of 500 samples were drawn from each distribution; sample sizes for the 
three sets of samples were 11, 31, and 51. Confidence intervals for the 
median (p = 0.50) were computed from all samples. Computation of 
confidence intervals for the lower and upper quartlles (p = 0.25 and 
p = 0.75, respectively) was limited to samples of sizes 31 and 51, and 
only samples of size 51 were used to determine confidence intervals for 
the population quantile of order p = 0.10 . For the median, the Kaigh, 
order statistic, and bootstrap methods produced confidence intervals 
which had coverage probabilities near the nominal level of 95 percent; 
Intervals obtained from the Kaigh procedure were the shortest. The 
Harrell and Davis confidence interval procedure yielded coverage 
probabilities which were biased towards being below the 95 percent 
nominal level. For quantiles other than the median, the order statistic 
procedure was the only method which consistently produced intervals with 
obtained confidence coefficients near the 95 percent nominal level. 
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2. Finite Population Sampling 
Procedures developed to date for estimating population quantiles, 
variance estimation, and the construction of confidence intervals for 
quantiles vary depending upon the approach taken relative to making 
inference from samples to the finite population. Procedures developed 
from the design-based, fixed population approach to inference will be 
reviewed first. Next, procedures which view the finite population as a 
sangle from an infinite superpopulation will be covered. Included are 
procedures stemming from Bayesian methods of Inference. In finite 
population sampling, the Bayesian approach generally assumes the 
existence of a parametric superpopulation in which the parameters of the 
superpopulation have a specified prior distribution. 
Let Ujj be a finite population consisting of N units, where 
N < CO is known: 
"n " ("i' "2' •••' V ' 
Suppose each unit in Ujj has a distinct value of a characteristic, Y , 
associated with it. Independence of the Y values and the numbering of 
the elements of Ujj is assumed. Let Y^  denote the value of Y 
associated with unit u^  for 1 = 1, ..., N . 
Let Fj^  denote the distribution function of Y in the population 
Ujj : 
1 N 
F (x) = N~^  E I{Y < x} , (2.17) 
1=1 
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where 
I{Y^  < x} = 1 if < X 
= 0 otherwise . 
The quantlle of order p in the population Ujj is defined as 
qjj(p) = inf{x: Fj^ (x) > p} 
for 0 < p < 1 . The ordered values of Y are denoted by 
Y^ jj < Y^ 2) < ••• < , where for a fixed integer 1 < t < N , Y^ )^ 
is the t-th largest value of Y associated with the units in Ujj . The 
value Y^ j.j is called the quantile of order N t in Ujg . In 
general, the quantile of order p in is given by: 
»  ( 2 .18)  
where {•} is the least integer function. 
Consider a simple random sample of fixed size n selected without 
replacement from Ujj . Let for i = 1, n denote the values 
of the characteristic Y associated with units in the sample. The 
empirical distribution function for y^ , ...,y^  is 
- 1  "  
F (x) = n  ^ S I{y. < x} , (2.19) 
i=l 
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where 
I{y^  < x} = 1 if < X 
= 0 otherwise . 
The sangle quantile of order p is defined as 
q^ (p) = inf{x: F^ (x) > p} , 
and 
Fnt^ rnCP)] = ' 
where r is the smallest integer greater than or equal to np . 
Sample quantiles also can be defined using order statistics. Let 
< ... < y^ jjj represent the sample order statistics. For simple 
random sampling, the sample quantile of order p , q^ (p) , can be 
expressed as 
• "{np) • (2-2°) 
where {•} is the least integer function. For 1 < j < n , we have the 
following relationship: 
?(]) • • 
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As n Increases to N , q^ (p) approaches and becomes to the p-th 
quantlle of Ujj defined in expression (2.18). 
Let 1 < 1 < n be fixed. The 1-th sample order statistic, 7(1) 
equals (^t) and only if the sample has 1-1 of the t-1 units in 
the population Ujj with values of the characteristic Y smaller than 
and n-i of the N-t units in the population with values greater 
than Y(t) • follows that y(i) has probability density function 
(Konijn 1973, Wilks 1962): 
?{?(!) = Y(t)} " ((n)^ "^ (iZl)(nZi) % = i' -^n+l 
(2 .21)  
= 0 otherwise . 
The r-th moment of q^ p^) is given by 
N-n+k 
- 4 '"(k) • 
- 4 • «-2» 
-1  
where k = {np} . Letting (p) = inf(y: F^ Cy) > p) , we have 
N""n+k 
w[5„(p)i')= z . <2.23) 
t=k 
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Using the approach of Iferitz and Jarrett (1978), a small sample 
variance estimator for q^ p^) can be obtained by substituting the 
empirical distribution function, , for the finite population 
distribution function, Fjj , in equation (2.23). Letting 
F^ \p) = inf(y: F^ (y) > p) , an estimator of the variance of the sample 
quantile is given by 
- [((:),-' "T" 
t=k 
- T' . (2.24) 
t=k 
This estimator is an adaptation of the small sample variance estimator 
proposed by Maritz and Jarrett (1978) to finite population sampling. 
Order statistics can also be used to form exact confidence 
intervals for population quantiles, qjg(p) for 0 < p < 1 . Letting 
t = {Np} , a two-sided confidence Interval for q^ fp) = is of the 
form y^ j)] I where 1 < i < j < n and i < t . The confidence 
coefficient for this closed interval follows directly from (2.21) and 
the identity given in (2.9). In the notation used for finite population 
sampling, equation (2.9) is equivalent to 
(?(!) ' ?(t)'  (?(i) ' "(t) ' < ï(t)) ' (2.25) 
where the two events on the right-hand side are disjoint. Thus, the 
confidence coefficient is given by 
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«'(i) < = <(")>"' 31 -i"' 
.t-k-2wN-t+k+l^ , . (2.26) 
- Jo  ^j-: "• '-i " 
Wllks (1962) notes that 
lim P{y^ j < Y(t) < y^ )} = Ip(l, n-i+1) - Ip(j, n-j+1) , 
where 1^ (5, b) is the incomplete beta function. Note that the right-
hand side is equivalent to the confidence coefficent for the infinite 
population case given in equation 2.10. Hence, if N is large relative 
to n (generally nN ^  < 0.1 and 0.1 < p < 0.9 ), y^ jjJ is a 
confidence interval for qjj(p) with confidence coefficient given 
approximately by the right-hand side of (2.10). 
A special case of (2.26) was first examined by Thompson (1936). 
Thonpson investigated symmetric confidence intervals for the median, 
qjj(0.5) = » of a population having an odd number of units, 
N = 2m - 1 . From the symmetry of formula (2.21), we have the following 
identity 
* "(m)' '^"(n-l+l) ' \n-iih-1)' 
Setting j = n-i+1 and t = m in (2.26) gives 
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' "(m) * ^ (n-1+1)' " ^'^ (1) ' ^(m)' " ''''(n-l+l) * 
' ?(?(!) ' "(m)' - " - "^ (n-i+U ' ?(.))' 
:?(?(!) « \m)> - 1 
T - 1 (2.27) 
k=0 ^ 
The confidence coefficient derived by Thompson (1936, p. 128) was 
erroneously given as the negative of expression (2.27). 
A symmetric confidence interval for the median, qjj(0.5) , of a 
population having an. even number of units (N = 2m) is given by Meyer 
(1972). Meyer (1972) uses a frequently encountered alternative to the 
definition of q^ O^.S) given in (2.18). For populations with an even 
number of observations the median is defined to be 
m^ed ~ ^  ^^ (m) (^nri-1)^  * 
The confidence coefficient for follows directly from 
(2.21) and the identity given in (2.25); 
^^ (^i) ^  \ed ^ y(n-i+l)} * 
When all values of the characteristic Y are not necessarily 
distinct, the confidence interval for Y^ j.^  , 7^ ]^ » has (2.26) 
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as a lower bound for the confidence coefficient. As before, we let the 
ordered values of Y associated with the units in Ujj be given by 
(^1) ^  ^ (2) < < ^ (N) ' 
and the sample order statistics for Y are 
y (l) < (^2) < < ^ (n) ' 
Letting 1 < i < j < n and i < t , (2.21) leads to the following 
inequalities: 
«^ (1) < "(t)» > ' % . 
/('(j) < "(t)' < 
Ihus from 2.25 
M'(i) < ''(t, « y(j)'  -i") 
Woodruff (1952) describes a large sample procedure for constructing 
confidence intervals for population quantiles. The proposed method uses 
the empirical distribution function, , and standard design-based 
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variance estimation procedures to construct confidence intervals. It is 
easily adapted to the more complex probability sampling designs 
typically found in survey sampling. For the case of simple random 
sanq>llng from a finite population having N units, confidence intervals 
 ^ — 1/ 
for qjj(p) are obtained by treating [F^ (qjj(p)) - p] [V^ {F^ (qjj(p))}]" '2 
as an approximate pivotal quantity. For 0 < p < 1 , the number of 
observations in the sample which are less than or equal to the popula­
tion quantile, nF^ fq^ fp)} = where = I{y^  < q^ (p)} , has a 
hypergeometric distribution with parameters n , NF^ {q^ (p)} , and 
-1 n N . Thus the variance of the estimator F^ {qjj(p)} = n  ^z^  is 
1 -1 N 
= (1 - <N - 1) Z (Z^  - y2 
1=1 
= (1 - f)n"^ (N - l)"^ NFjj{qjj(p)}[l - F^ q^^ Cp)}] (2.28) 
where f = nN~^  , = I{Y^  < q^ Cp)} , and Z^  = . If 
p = i/N for 0 < 1 < N , then (2.28) reduces to 
V^ {Fn(qN(p))} = (1 " f)n"^ (N - l)"^ Np(l - p) . 
If qj^ (p) is assumed known, then an estimate of the variance is 
given by 
V^ n(VP))^  = (1 - f)(a - ' (2.29) 
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Since q^ Cp) is usually unknown, a sample estimate of the population 
quantile of order p , q^ (p) , is substituted for qjj(p) in formula 
(2.29). This yields a design-based estimator of the variance of the 
proportion of items in the finite population with values less than the 
population quantile of order p : 
= (1 - f)(n - l)"\(q^ (p))[l - F^ (q^ (p))] (2.30) 
In large samples it is assumed that 
- P][VFj\(P))}r^ 2^ (2.31) 
has an approximate standard normal distribution. This assumption plays 
a key role in the determination of the confidence coefficients of 
confidence sets for 'ljj(p) • Conditions for limiting normal distribu­
tion are given in Chapter III. 
An approximate 100(1 - a) percent confidence interval for 
qjj(p) is found from the inequalities, 
MP - < Fn(9n(P)) 
< P + ''2} - 1 - o . 
where is defined by {"(z^ g^) = 1 - a/2 and $(•) is the 
distribution function of a standard normal random variable. This is 
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equivalent to 
p(?(L) < < y(u)> = 1 - « ' 
where L Is the greatest Integer less than or equal to 
 ^ A ly 
n{p - smallest integer greater 
A A 1/ 
than or equal to n{p + } • Therefore, if the 
asymptotic normality assunption of (2.31) holds, 
(?(!,,. ?(„)) (2-32) 
is a large sample approximate 100(1 - ot) percent confidence interval 
for the population quantile of order p , <ljj(p) • 
Chambers and Dunstan (1986) have taken a model-based approach to 
estimating the population distribution function. For purposes of making 
Inferences from the sample to the finite population, Chambers and 
Dunstan view the survey design as unimportant. From observations in the 
sample, inferences are made about a superpopulation model. The model is 
then used to make predictions concerning the population units not 
included in the sample and ultimately to estimate the population 
cumulative distribution function. In their study. Chambers and Dunstan 
assume that the survey characteristic, Y , is linearly related to a 
known auxiliary variable, X . They assume that the following 
superpopulation model is applicable: 
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= gX^  + v(X^ )e^  , k = 1, N , 
where g is an unknown parameter, v(«) is a known and strictly 
positive function, and the e^  are independent identically distributed 
random variables with zero mean. Chambers and Dunstan report results of 
a small-scale simulation study that indicate that the proposed model-
based estimator of the population distribution function can be efficient 
(in terms of mean square error) when there is a strong linear relation­
ship between the survey variable of interest and a known auxiliary 
variable. 
The BayesIan approach to inference from the data to the finite 
population also may assume the existence of a superpopulation. Here the 
finite population is assumed to be a sample from a parametric 
superpopulation in which the parameters of the superpopulation have a 
specified prior distribution. An alternative Bayesian approach to 
inference about population quantiles that does not necessarily depend 
upon the use of parametric superpopulation models has been developed by 
Hill (1968). 
Superpopulation models within a Bayesian framework of Inference 
were first introduced by Hartley and Rao (1968) and Ericson (1969). 
These authors assumed that the characteristic Y can take on only 
k < 00 different values: Xj, ..., Xj^  , where Xj < ... < Xj^  . Under 
this approach Yj, ..., Yjj are independent and identically distributed 
random variables with common probability density function 
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P{Yj = I tt} = TT^  for 1 = 1, ..., k and j = 1, N , 
where the superpopulation parameter w = ' is such that 
= 1 . Let N = (N^ , ' , where for j = 1, k , 
N. is the unknown number of units u. e U„ with Y, = x. and 
J IN 1 J 
-J - « • 
The requirement that numbering of the units in provides no 
information on associated values of the characteristic Y leads to 
consideration of the class of prior distributions in which the Y^ 's are 
exchangeable random variables. Ericson (1969) met this requirement by 
taking as the joint prior density of Y = (Y^ , Y^ )' the marginal 
distribution of Y . For x = » •••» 
*i(j) ^  ' the marginal distribution of Y is 
N 
P(Y = x) = / [ n j]g(Tr)dïï , 
R j~ 1 
where 
k—1 
R = {TT: ir. > 0, Z ir. < 1} , 
1=1 
and g(it) is a prior density on the superpopulation parameter n . 
This leads to a compound multinomial distribution as the joint prior 
distribution for N : 
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k-1 k—1 
f(H) = / r(N + i)[ n r(N + i)r(N - E N + 
R 1=1 £=1  ^
k-1 N k-1 N - 2 Nj 
n TT. (1 - E irj  ^ g(Tr)diT . (2.33) 
1=1 &=1 * 
The conjugate prior distribution for the superpopulatlon parameter 
% Is the (k - 1)-dimensional Dlrlchlet distribution (Hartley and Rao 
1968). It has density 
k-1 k—1 . 
g(TT)=r(e)[ n r(e )r(e - Z ej]" 
1=1 j=l  ^
k-1 
k-1 e -1 k-1 " I  ^
n Tt. (1 - s ir.)  ^ (2.34) 
1=1 j=l J 
where ey > 0 , j = 1, ..., k , and e = . Substituting (2.34) 
Into (2.33) gives a (k - 1)-dimensional Dlrlchlet-multlnomlal 
distribution with parameters N , e = (e^ , Gg, ..., )^' and e as 
the prior distribution of N . 
With the (k-l)-dimenslonal Dirichlet-multinomlal distribution as 
the prior distribution of N , the distribution function for the finite 
population is given by 
0^ y < Xj 
F^ Cy: ïï) = ( Z N n"^  X < y < X-
w ~ s(y)  ^  ^  ^
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where s(y) = I{1; y > x^ } . The finite population is assumed to be a 
random sample of size N from a superpopulation having distribution 
function 
r 
0 z < Xj 
F(z; ir) = / S ir. x. < z < x, , 
~ I s(z) i i 
where s(z) = I{1; z > x^ ,} and the parameter w has a (k - 1)-
dlmenslonal Dirichlet prior distribution. Since JT is a random 
variable, for fixed z , F(z: tt) is also a random variable. Ericson 
(1969) notes that for fixed z , E{F(z: ir)} can assume almost any 
shape through proper choice of the for i = 1, ...» k and is 
highly variable when s is close to 0 . He argues that the Dirichlet 
prior distribution on ir is tenable only for the case where the 
are all close to 0 . In this case the prior distribution represents 
what Ericson calls "an initial state of extreme vagueness." 
The prior distribution of the finite population quantile of order 
P . q^ Cp) , is given by 
P{qjj(p) < Xj} = < Xj} 
= P{NF^ (Xj) > c} 
j 
= P{ E N > c} , 
1=1 
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where c = {Np} . Given w , the conditional distribution of  ^
is binomial with parameters N and Z, . Because ir has a l~i 1 fv 
Dirichlet distribution, has a beta distribution. It follows 
that the prior distribution of q^ Cp) is beta-binomial, and thus 
N « j j 
p{q»(p) < xj = Z (î^ )[r( z s,)r(e - Z eJr(N + e)] 
" J i=C ^ &=1 * &=1 % 
-1  
r(e)r(i + Z e,)r(N + e - i - Z ej 
2=1  ^ 1=1  ^
for j = 1, ..., k-1 
(2.35) 
= 1 for j = k . 
Suppose a simple random sample of fixed size n is drawn without 
replacement from U« , s = {u , ..., u } » and 
1^ n 
y = (Y^  = y^ , = y^ )' are observed. As usual, let 
1 n 
y^ j < ... < denote the sample order statistics. For 
j = 1, ..., k , let nj be the number of observations in the sample 
with characteristic Y = x. , where & e s . The number of units 
J 1 
which are not included in the sample and which have values of the 
characteristic, Y , equal to Xj is - n^  for 
j = 1, ..., k . Let n = (n^ , ..., n^ _^ ) ' , M= (M^ , ..., ' , and 
M = N - n . It can be shown (Ericson, 1969) that given n , M has a 
(k - l)-dimensional Dirichlet-multinomial distribution with parameters 
M , e + n , and e + n . 
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Ericson (1969) obtained the posterior distribution of by 
noting that 
P{qjj(p) < y)} = (M^  + n^ ) > Np|(s, y)} 
j j 
= P{ E M > Np - Z n (s, y)} . (2.36) 
i=l 1=1 
As was the case with prior distribution of » 1=^  ^posterior 
distribution of ,M. is beta-binomial. It was then shown that with 1=1 1 
large N relative to n , an extremely diffuse prior distribution 
(e^  = 0 for i = 1, ..., k) and all n observations in the sample 
distinct, the resulting Bayesian prediction intervals correspond closely 
to the classical confidence Intervals given in (2.10). For this case, 
p{y(i) < qjj(p) < y(j)|(s, y)} = n-i) - ip(j, n-j) 
= ("kl)p^ (l - P)*"l"k . (2.37) 
k=l 
For values of p which are not close to one, this expression is 
approximately equal to the confidence coefficient given in (2.10). 
Hartley and Rao (1968) and Ericson (1969) assumed that the 
characteristic Y takes on values only on a known finite set 
{x^ , ..., x^ } . Scott (1971) argued that since k can be arbitrarily 
large, this assumption "simply corresponds to the realities of 
practice." He examined the limiting form of the posterior distribition 
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of N for the general class of mixed multinomial prior densities, 
whereby the mixing distribution on the superpopulation parameter ir is 
absolutely continuous and has a density that is continuous in a 
neighborhood of ? = p = (p^ , .• The Dirichlet prior 
distribution over tt is just a special case of this more general class 
of mixed multinomial distributions. Let d = (d^ , ...» d^  ' , where 
for j = 1k 
dj = n - nun'^ jfl -
|(^  
and Zj_^ dj = 0 . Scott (1971) proved that if n->» , N - n -»• » , and 
Hyn ^ + Pj for 1 < j < k , then the posterior distribution of d 
converges in distribution to a (k - l)-dlmenslonal normal distribution 
with zero mean vector and covariances 
c^ ij = P^ (l - P^ ) if i = j 
= P^ Pj if i f j • 
Binder (1982) generalized the results of Ericson (1969) to the case 
where the discrete values of the superpopulation can take on any real 
value. This is achieved through the use of Dirichlet process priors. 
Binder's results for the posterior distribution of population 
quantiles, qjj(p) , are analogous to those derived by Ericson (1969). 
Let y... = 0 , and let Y*.. < ... < Y*„ . be the order statistics 
lU/ 11/ IN-n) 
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for the units in the finite population which are not included in the 
sample. For j < i and < y < 7^ +^ ) » we have 
<  y | ( s ,  y ) }  =  <  y | ( s ,  y ) }  
= P{C(y) > i - j |(s, y)} 
= P{n ''2 [C(y) - N [p(l - p)N(N - n)]  ^
> n - I" - ^ ] [p(l - P)N ^(N - n)] ^ZjCs, y)} 
(2.38) 
where C(y) is the number of finite population values less than or 
equal to y . As before, the posterior distribution of C(y) is beta-
binomial, and Ericson's results for Bayesian prediction intervals for 
qjj(p) follow. 
Applying a special case of the asymptotic results of Scott (1971) 
and Slutsky's theorem (Serfling 1980, p. 19), Binder (1982) showed that 
if n+oo , (N - n) + « and jn ^  p , then expression (2.38) is 
asymptotically 
P{z > n^ /2 _ p][p(i _ p)(i _ f)]-V2 |(s^  y)j  ^ (2.39) 
where the random variable z has a standard normal distribution. 
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Targe sample approximate 100(1 - a) percent Bayesian prediction 
Intervals for qjj(p) , which are based on (2.39), are given by 
[?(!*)' ^ (u*)^  ' (2.40) 
where L* is the greatest integer less than or equal to 
n{p - ~ P^(l - P)] ^ } » and u* is the smallest integer 
greater than or equal to n{p + - f)n ^ p(l - p)] . In large 
samples, the prediction interval given in (2.40) is almost identical to 
the 100(1 - a) percent confidence Interval for qjj(p) which is given 
in (2.32). 
B. Stratified Random Sampling 
Let Ujj be a finite population divided into L strata, where the 
number of units in each stratum, N. , is known and N = E? ,N, < » ; 
n n=i n 
Ujj = h = 1, ..., L, i = 1, ..., 
- ..., U^ } , 
where = {u^ ,^ ..., u^  } for h = 1, ..., L . Suppose each unit 
h ^  h 
in U„ = N u 1 U„ has a distinct value of the characteristic, Y , N  ^n=l N, 
associated with it. Independence of Y and the numbering of the 
elements in each stratum, U , is assumed. Let Y, . denote the value 
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of Y associated with unit u^ ^^  for h = 1, .L and 
1 = 1, « « «, Njj . 
Let Fjj denote the distribution function of Y In the population 
% ' 
1  ^ "h 
F (x) = N  ^ S Z I{Y < X} , 
 ^ h=l 1=1 
where 
" "hi < 
= 0 otherwise . 
Alternatively, F^ Cx) can be defined using the distribution function 
of Y in each stratum: 
, L 
F (x) = N E N. F (x) , 
h=l \ 
where 
1 
The p-th quantile of Y in the population is defined as 
qjjCp) = lnf{x: F^ (x) > p} 
for 0 < p < 1 . The ordered values of Y are denoted by 
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< ... < , where for a fixed Integer 1 < t < N , Is the 
t-th largest value of Y associated with the units In . The 
value is referred to as the quantile of order N ^ t in . In 
general, the quantile of order p in Ujj is given by: 
= "{Hp) • «.4U 
where {•} is the least integer function. 
Simple random samples of fixed size n^ , ..., are selected 
independently and without replacement from the L strata. Let y^ ^^  
for i = 1, ..., njj denote the values of the characteristic Y associ­
ated with the units in the sample from stratum h (h = 1, ..., L) . 
The weighted empirical distribution function for the combined sample of 
size n = is given by 
L h^ 
F (x) = E Z w. I{y. . < x} , (2.42) 
h=l i=l 
-1 —1 
where the weight assigned unit hi is w^  = Nj^ (n^ N) = W^ n^^  , 
Wh = N^ N ^  , and 
i{yhi < x} = 1 
= 0 
if < X 
otherwise . 
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The weight, , is proportional to the inverse of the probability of 
including unit i from stratum h in the sample. The weighted 
empirical distribution function can also be expressed as 
where 
, L 
FL (x) = N Z N. F (x) 
h=l \ 
, "h 
- "h /, •= 
h i=l 
The sample quantile of order p is defined as 
q^ (p) = inf{x: F^ (x) > p} . (2.43) 
Sample quantiles also can be defined using order statistics from 
the combined sample. Let < ... < y^ ^^  represent the combined 
sample order statistics. Let Wqj for j = 1, ..., n be the weight 
associated with the j-th sample order statistic (i.e., if y^  ^= y^  ^, 
then WQ ^ = Wjj). For stratified random sampling, the sample quantile 
of order p (0 < p < 1) , q^ p^) , can be expressed as 
q^ (p) = y(k) ' (2.44) 
where 
i 
k = min{i: E w,.. > p, i e [1, 2, ..., n]} . 
j=l 
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For 1 < k < n , we have the following relationship 
'(k) • "(])) -
As njj increases to for h = 1, L , q^ (p) approaches and 
becomes the quantile of order p in the finite population, , as 
given by expression (2.41). 
Computation of the moments of q^ (p) for stratified random 
sampling is much more complex than for simple random sampling. Gross 
(1980) describes a straightforward procedure for determining the 
variance of the weighted sample median, q^ (0.5) , with stratified 
random sampling. A generalization of the procedure can be used to 
develop a formula for the variance of q^ p^) for 0 < p < 1 . From the 
definition of the sample quantile of order p (2.43) we have 
p| - p{5^ (p) > ?(*)} 
L 
= P{ Z w t  (&) < p} ,  (2.45) 
h=l 
for 1 < £ < N , where 
"h 
For fixed Z , the random variables t^ A^) for h = 1, ..., L are 
Independently distributed such that each t^ &^) has a hypergeometric 
distribution with parameters , N^ F^  (Y^ ^^ ) , and n^  . Let 
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-  { ( % ! '  ^2' •  Z w. t, < p and 
h=l  ^
tnax{0, n^  - Nj^ [l - Fjj^ (Y^ j^)]} < < min{n^ , * 
For each vector t e , 
P{[tja), ..., tjA)] = t} 
L 
n 
h=l 
I  V - V'W' 
°h - 'b A /  
-1 
Hence, expression (2.45) can be rewritten as 
p* = Z 
L 
n 
h=l 
V -
"h - "^ h y \  
-1 
(2.46) 
Letting p* = 1 , we have 
- "(«)> • PÎ-1 - if k < £ < N-n+k 
= 0 otherwise , 
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where k = min{i:  ^> P , i e {1, 2, , n}} 
The r-th moment of q (p) Is given by 
r N  ^
E{[qj^(p)] } = P{qjj(p) = Y(£)}Y(ji) (2.47) 
N-n+k 
• <p!-i - • 
Gross (1980) used (2.47) with p = 0.5 to obtain a method of 
moments estimator of the variance of the weighted sample median, 
q^ (0.5) : 
v{q"„(0.5)) = [ (Jj.j - (pj.j - ;*)y{a)]2 , 
A A _1 
where p* is found by replacing F {Y, .} with F {q (JIN )} in 
X, % ^ "h * 
(2.46). The number of computations necessary to calculate V{q^ (0.5)} 
becomes extensive in large samples. Gross (1980) recommended using a 
trimmed variance estimator in large samples whereby p* is set equal to 
zero when it falls below a predetermined threshold value. 
A number of authors have investigated model-free procedures for 
constructing confidence intervals for quantiles in stratified finite 
populations. Inference from the sample to the finite population 
generally is based upon confidence intervals which take into account the 
nature of the strata and the sampling scheme. 
Meyer (1972) and Sedransk and Meyer (1978) investigated three 
confidence interval procedures for quantiles when the population has 
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been divided into two strata either randomly or in an ordered fashion 
(based on the known distribution of an increasing concomitant vari­
able). Stratified random sampling (without replacement) is assumed. 
Confidence intervals for two of the proposed procedures are formed from 
pairs of order statistics; a third procedure is derived from the 
empirical distribution function. The first method, referred to by the 
authors as the "combined method," is based on order statistics from a 
combination of the observations from both strata. Determination of 
exact confidence coefficients for intervals formed from pairs of order 
statistics from the combined sample requires that assumptions be made 
about the strata. Confidence coefficients for populations which have 
been randomly stratified or stratified in an ordered fashion are 
determined. A second confidence interval procedure for the ordered 
stratification case is considered. This method, referred to as the 
"separate method," uses one sample value from each stratum to form the 
confidence interval. A third method uses the empirical distribution 
function to obtain an interval based on the order statistics from the 
combined sample. Based on Monte Carlo simulations, Sedransk and Meyer 
conclude that the best overall procedure is based on a pair of order 
statistics from the combined sample. 
For more than two strata, the confidence interval procedures 
proposed by Meyer (1972) and Sedransk and Meyer (1978) become very 
complex and require substantial amounts of computation to implement. 
Theoretical results are tedious but can be extended to more than two 
strata. Meyer (1972) gives results for the case of three strata. 
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Blesseos (1976) has extended Meyer's procedures for determining the 
confidence coefficent of confidence intervals based on order statistics 
from the combined sample to the case where the finite population has up 
to five ordered or random strata. Some extensions to the general case 
of L strata are considered. 
Procedures proposed for the case of two strata may in some cases be 
applicable to designs in which a larger number of strata are used. 
Sedransk and Meyer (1978) argue that methods for two strata have 
applicability for the general case of L strata when ordered strata are 
formed using the known distribution of an increasing concomitant 
variable. In this case it may be reasonable to assume that the quantlle 
of interest in the population is a varlate value from one of two 
selected strata in the population. 
In general, however, the design-based approach to the construction 
of confidence intervals with known confidence coefficients is usually 
not practical for stratified survey designs having more than two 
strata. Some authors have resorted to determining lower bounds for 
confidence coefficients as a means of dealing with this problem. Other 
approaches to inference from the sample to the finite population make 
various superpopulation model assumptions. 
McCarthy (1965) derived a lower bound for the confidence coef­
ficient of confidence intervals for the population median under 
stratified random sampling. Pairs of symmetric order statistics from 
the combined stratified sample were used to form confidence intervals. 
Assuming proportional allocation of the n observations among the 
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strata, McCarthy (1965) proves that a lower bound to the coverage 
probability of the confidence interval formed by the k-th and (n-k+l)-th 
order statistics from the combined sample is given by the exact 
confidence coefficient for the corresponding interval obtained from a 
sample random sample of size n . Sedransk and Smith (1987) extend this 
result to include confidence intervals which are not necessarily 
symmetric. An expression for the lower bound for the confidence 
interval formed by the i-th and j-th order statistics from the combined 
sample (1 < i < j < n) is given in (2.10). 
The lower bound of (2.10) for the confidence coefficient is based 
on two key assumptions: sample sizes are proportional across strata, 
and the distribution function in each stratum is continuous. Otherwise, 
the lower bound need not hold, and counterexamples are easily produced 
for arbitrary sample sizes within strata (McCarthy 1965) and for 
sampling without replacement from a small finite population (Meyer 
1972). 
Smith and Sedransk (1983) also have investigated lower bounds for 
the confidence coefficient for the confidence interval procedure used by 
McCarthy. Proportional allocation to the strata was not assumed. A 
lower bound for the confidence coefficient of an interval formed from a 
pair of order statistics from the combined sample is given by 
< "(t) ' '(j)) ' (?(?(!) ' "(t) « "0)1^ 1 (2-48) 
c 
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where is the set of all admissible configurations among the 
N! Nj^ !) ^  arrangements of the stratum variate values. When the 
number of strata is small, the right-hand side of (2.48) can be easily 
evaluated. When the number of strata is moderately large (L > 4) , the 
authors propose an approximate lower bound for the confidence coeffi­
cient as a means of reducing the amount of computation that is involved 
in evaulating (2.48). The proposed short-cut is based on an assumption 
of replacement sampling within strata. Numerical examples worked out by 
Smith and Sedransk show that the proposed procedure generally yields a 
conservative approximation for the lower bound, but it can fail to 
produce a lower bound when sampling is without replacement from a small 
population. 
Other approaches to inference from the sample to the finite popula­
tion are based on more extensive information about the distribution of 
values of the characteristic under study in the finite population. The 
model-based procedures proposed by Chambers and Dunstan (1986) (see 
Section II. A. 2.) can be applied directly to stratified populations in 
which a given superpopulation model is applicable and the necessary 
auxilliary data are available. 
The Bayeslan approach taken by Ericson (1969) and Binder (1982) 
also is readily extended to stratified populations. For stratified 
random sampling. Binder (1982) has derived exact and asymptotic expres­
sions for confidence coefficients of Bayeslan prediction intervals for 
population quantlles. In large samples this procedure gives intervals 
which are virtually identical to those proposed by Woodruff (1952). 
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The large-sample confidence interval procedure which was proposed 
by Woodruff (1952) uses the empirical distribution function (2.42) and 
design-based variance estimation procedures for stratified random 
* 
sampling to estimate V{F^ (q^ (p))} . Since sampling is independent 
across strata, a design-based estimator of the proportion of units in 
the finite population with values less than the p-th quantile is 
obtained by summing expression (2.30) across strata: 
n=l n 
h:i 
(2.49) 
In large samples it is assumed that 
(2.50) 
has an approximate standard normal distribution. An approximate 
100(1 - o) percent confidence interval for is found from the 
inequalities in 
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< P + =a/2[Vn{Fn(Sn(P))}]  ^ « 
where is defined by = 1 ~ a/2 and $(*) is the 
distribution function of a standard normal random variable. This Is 
equivalent to 
?{?(!) < SafP) < y(u)> = 1 - * ' 
where 
y^ L) = inf{x: F^ (x) > A} , 
y(u) = sup{x: F^ (x) < B} , 
 ^= P - ' 
B = P + :a/2[Vn{Fn(9n(P))}]^ '^ 
Therefore, for large n 
(?(!)' ^(u)^ (2.51) 
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consltutes an approximate 100(1 - a) percent confidence interval for 
the p-th quantile of the population, "îjjCp) • 
The assunçtion that expression (2.50) has an approximate standard 
normal distribution plays a key role in the determination of the 
confidence coefficient for the interval given in (2.51). Conditions 
under which this holds are given in Chapter III where the limiting 
behavior of (2.50) is investigated. 
Sedransk and Haskell (1980) conducted a series of simulation 
studies in which two alternatives to the confidence interval procedure 
given by expression (2.51) were considered. The first alternative 
procedure was developed from a beta approximation to F^ q^^ p^)) . As a 
second alternative, confidence intervals of the form given by expression 
(2.51) were examined in conjunction with two different estimators of 
"h" - • 
Estimator V^ {F^ (q(p))} of formula (2.49) was not used. 
One thousand stratified random samples of size 60 were selected 
from each of four finite populations. For all four populations, samples 
were allocated equally among the strata. Two of the populations had 12 
strata, each of which had between 14 and 95 units. The remaining 2 
populations had 6 strata and 59-154 units per stratum. Averages of the 
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1,000 observed values of q^ (p) for p-values of 0.05, 0.10, 0.25, and 
0.50 were determined for each population. Estimates of the probabili­
ties that the approximate 90 percent and 95 percent confidence intervals 
contain q^ Cp) also were computed. 
Based on simulation results, Sedransk and Haskell concluded that 
the beta approximation procedure and the modified Woodruff procedure 
which uses V2^ {F^ (q^ (p))} in place of produce 
confidence intervals with actual confidence coefficients which are close 
to nominal levels. It should be noted, however, that the beta 
approximation procedure did not produce results which were superior to 
the modified Woodruff procedure. In addition, confidence intervals 
based on tended to have obtained coverage probabilities 
which were less than nominal levels; whereas, tended to 
produce confidence Intervals which had obtained confidence levels that 
exceeded nominal levels. Variance estimator V^ {F^ (q^ (p))} of formula 
(2.49) generally would have yielded variance estimates between 
Vj^ {^F^ (q^ (p))} and Vg^ lF^ q^^ Cp))} . In light of this, it seems likely 
that the usual Woodruff procedure (given by expression 2.51) would have 
given the most satisfactory results. 
C. Stratified Cluster Samgillng 
Ujj = : h = 1, ..., L, i = 1, ..., N^ , j = 1, ..., 
be a finite population which is divided into L strata. The total 
number of clusters (primary sampling units), N , is given by 
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L 
N = Z N. ' 
h=l  ^
where is the number of clusters in stratum h . The number of 
elemental units (secondary sampling units) in is 
L \ 
M  =  S  E M .  
h=l i=l 
where denotes the number of elemental units in cluster i of 
stratum h . Let Y^ j_j be the value of a characteristic Y associated 
with the j-th elemental unit in the i-th cluster of the h-th stratum. 
The discussion can easily be extended to include populations with 
additional levels of clustering. Such expansions add little to the 
generality of the discussion and add considerably to the complexity of 
the notation. Attention will thus be restricted to populations having 
clusters of elemental units. 
One and two stage designs in which the clusters are selected either 
with or without replacement will be considered. If clusters are 
selected with replacement at stage one, then it will be assumed that 
independent subsamples are taken within clusters selected more than 
once. In the event that clusters are selected without replacement at 
stage one, then it will be assumed that they are simple random samples 
of clusters which were selected independently within each stratum. 
Define the finite population distribution function for Y by 
L \ \i 
F (x) = M"^  S Z E I{Y, . . < x} , (2.52) 
h=l 1=1 j=l 
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where 
1 \lj ^ ^  
= 0 otherwise . 
Alternatively, F^ x^) can be defined using the distribution 
function of Y in each stratum: 
, L 
F (x) = m"' z a F (x) , 
" h=l h 
where, for h = 1, L , 
\ "hi 
j 
\ 
and ' 
Suppose that a sample of n clusters is selected from and 
that sampling within each stratum is carried out independently. The 
total number of clusters is given by 
where n^  > 2 is the number of clusters selected in the h-th stratum. 
Let TTj^  ^>0 be the probability of including cluster i of stratum 
h in the sang)le (h = 1, ..., L; i = 1, ..., N^ ) , where 
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lia • 
For example. If a simple random sample of clusters Is selected In 
-1 the h-th stratum then = n^ N^  . If clusters are selected with 
replacement, then = n^ TTj^ j^  where tr*^  is the probability that 
N. 
cluster i in stratum h is selected on a draw, and E. , . = 1 . 1=1 hi 
A general estimator of the cumulative distribution function for 
stratified two-stage cluster sampling is 
L "h "hi L "h ""hi 
F (x) = [ E E E w ]"^ [ E E E w I{y < x}] , (2.53) 
h=l i=l j=l h=l 1=1 j=l  ^^  
where w^ j^ is the sampling weight, m^ ^^  is the number of elemental 
units subs angled in cluster hi , and y^ ij is the value of the 
characteristic Y associated with the j-th elemental unit in the i-th 
sampled cluster of stratum h . For single-stage cluster sampling, 
, and for j = 1, . Expression (2.53) 
reduces to 
L "h L "h '^ hi 
F (x) = [ E E w M. r^ [ E E E w I{y < x} . (2.54) 
h=l 1=1 h=l 1=1 j=l 
If a simple random sample of n^  clusters is selected in the h-th 
stratum (h = 1, ..., L) , then w^  ^= (Nir^ ^^ ) ^  = W^ n^  ^, where 
"h = V"' • 
The quantile of order p In the finite population Ujj is defined 
as 
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%(P) = inf{x: Fa(:) > P} (2.55) 
for 0 < p < 1 . The ordered values of Y are denoted by 
< Y^ 2) < ••• < > where Y^ ^^  for a fixed integer 1 < t < M 
is the t-th largest value of Y associated with the units in . The 
value Y((;) referred to as the quantile of order tM ^  in . In 
general, the p-th quantile of is given by 
° "{«p) ' 
where {•} is the least integer function. 
The usual estimator of q^ Cp) is the p-th sample quantile 
q^ (p) = inf{x: F^ x^) > p} . (2.56) 
Sample quantiles also can be defined using order statistics from the 
combined sample across strata. Let y.. < y, . < ... < y. . represent 
tm; 
the combined sample order statistics, where m =  ^ . Let 
w^ j^ for & = 1, 2 m be the weight associated with the &-th 
order statistic (i.e., if y^ ^^  = y^ ^^  , then . For 
stratified two-stage cluster sampling, the p-th sample quantile 
(0 < p < 1) , q^ (p) , can be expressed as 
• y(k) ' (2.57) 
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where 
I m 
k = min{£: [ Z w,..][ E w,. x] > p , H e {1, 2, m}} . 
j=l h=l 
For 1 < k < n , we have the following relationship 
"(k) = V'jfj • 
Few theoretical results are available for stratified cluster 
sampling. Estimation of the variance of q^ (p) in small samples is 
complicated by the absence of a straightforward way to express the 
variance of q^ (p) . In Chapter III the asymptotic distribution of 
q^ (p) is explored and a large sample procedure for estimating the 
variance of q^ (p) is given. 
Blesseos (1976) and Chapman (1970) have developed procedures for 
evaluating confidence coefficients associated with confidence intervals 
for IjjCp) when one or two stage cluster sampling is employed. Both 
authors consider confidence intervals which have been formed using pairs 
of order statistics from the combined sample. 
Procedures proposed by Blesseos (1976) are an extension of the 
approach of Meyer (1972) and Sedransk and Meyer (1978) to one and two 
stage cluster sampling. Blesseos assumes that the finite population is 
conqjosed of N clusters, each having M^  ^ elementary units with 
distinct values of a characteristic Y . Exact formulas for confidence 
coefficients are given for cases where clusters are either selected by 
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simple random sampling or by probability proportional to cluster size 
sampling. At the second stage of sampling, one of the following 
sampling schemes is used to select elemental units within each cluster 
selected at stage one; a simple random sample of size m^  < is 
selected; a simple random sample of size m is selected; a random 
sample is selected with probability proportional to the cluster size; or 
every unit within the cluster is included in the sample. 
Chapman (1970) determines a lower bound for the confidence 
coefficient of confidence intervals for the median under two stage 
cluster sampling whereby the first stage sample of clusters is a random 
sample from a population having an infinite number of clusters, and at 
stage two equal numbers of elemental units are drawn randomly from each 
cluster selected at stage one. The survey characteristic of interest is 
assumed to have an absolutely continuous distribution over the whole 
population and within clusters. This assumption implies that each 
cluster also has an infinite number of elements and that the population 
median, q(0.5) , is well defined. Infinite population assumptions are 
made to "eliminate analytical complications that arise from sampling 
without replacement from a finite popuation" (Chapman 1970, p. 3). 
Let IT be the probability that an element within a cluster has a 
Y-value less than q(0.5) ; 
TT = P{Y < q(0.5)} 
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This probability, ÏÏ , is a random variable which is defined on the 
population of clusters. Suppose G(*) is its probability distribution 
function. With the simplifying assumptions made by Chapman, the 
expected value of IT is 
1 
E(n) = / p dG(p) 
0 
1 
= / P{Y < q(0.5) I p}dG(p) 
0 
= P{Y < q(0.5)} 
= 0.5 . (2.58) 
In his study. Chapman (1970) assumed that the distribution of ir is 
beta with parameters r' and n' . 
Suppose a sample of m > 1 clusters is selected at the first stage 
of sampling, and t > 1 elemental units are subsequently selected from 
each of the clusters. Let n = mt denote the total number of 
observations. Let be a random variable that denotes the number of 
observations in cluster 1 with values of the characteristic Y less 
than q(0.5) . Thus, given ÏÏ = p , the conditional distribution of 
is binomial with parameters t and p . It follows that the 
unconditional distribution of Rj_ is beta-binomial with parameters 
r' , n' , and t . 
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The distribution of R = S™_j^  R^  is important in determining the 
confidence coefficient of a confidence interval for q(0.5) which is 
conçosed of a pair of order statistics from the n observations: 
^^ (i)* ^ (j+1)^  ' 1 < i < j < n . The confidence coefficient for 
this interval is given by 
P{y(i) < q(0.5) < = p{i < R < j} . (2.59) 
Under the assumptions made by Chapman, R is the sum of m independent 
identically distributed random variables, each having a beta-binomial 
distribution. The distribution function of R is therefore a 
convolution of m beta-binomial distribution functions. 
Evaluation of (2.59) is complicated, and Chapman Instead derived a 
lower bound for P{i < R < j} . Let TT = m , where is the 
ir value associated with the h-th cluster included in the sample. 
Assuming now that the distribution of IT is beta with parameters r' 
and n' , a lower bound for the confidence coefficient is 
j , 
P{i < R< j} > S fg ^ (k|r', n', n) , (2.60) 
where f (* r', ti', n) is the density function for a random variable 
p—D ' 
having a beta-binomial distribution with parameters r' , n' , and n . 
Use of the right-hand side of formula (2.60) as a lower bound for 
the confidence coefficient of (y^ ^^ , 7^ +^ )) requires that the beta 
distribution be a good approximation to the distribution of TT and 
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that r' and n' be known. Chapman (1970) investigated the 
distribution of tt in a large-scale study of family income and 
concluded that for many applications the beta distribution is a good 
approximation to the distribution of ir . From formula (2.58) it 
—  - 1  follows that E(n) = r'(n') = 0.5 . Hence, evaluation of (2.60) 
requires only that V(w) be known. Additional assumptions on how 
clusters are formed are needed to evaluate V(ir) . Chapman (1970) 
considered a number of cluster formation models. The normal-normal 
model, where the between and within cluster components of the survey 
characteristic of interest are assumed to be additive, independent and 
normally distributed, was examined in detail. Numerical approximations 
of V(ir) showed that for values of the intraclass correlation, p , 
between 0 and 0.5, V(n) = (0.16)p . Hence, in many cases, especially 
where the intraclass correlation is known from previous surveys and is 
reasonably low, p can be used to compute the lower bound given in 
expression (2.60). 
Other model-based approaches can be applied directly to more 
complex designs such as stratified two-stage cluster sampling. The 
procedures proposed by Chambers and Dunstan (1986) can be used provided 
that a superpopulation model, such as the one given in Section II. A. 
2., is applicable and the necessary auxiliary data are available. The 
Bayesian approach taken by Ericson (1969) and Binder (1982) does not 
extend readily to two-stage sampling. 
The large sample confidence interval procedure which was proposed 
by Woodruff (1952) is easily adapted to stratified two-stage sampling 
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designs. The procedure uses the empirical distribution function (2.53) 
and design-based variance estimation procedures for two-stage cluster 
sampling to estimate V{F^ (q^ (p))} . In large samples it is assumed 
that 
- pHV{FJÎ^ (P))}]"^ /2 (2.61) 
has an approximate standard normal distribution. Using procedures 
identical to those given for stratified random sampling, an approximate 
100(1 - o) percent confidence interval for q^ p^) is determined. The 
assunçtion that expression (2.61) has an approximate standard normal 
distribution plays a key role in the determination of the confidence 
coefficient for the confidence set given by this procedure. Conditions 
under which this holds are discussed in Chapter III. 
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111. ESTIMATION OF QUANTILES AND THE INTERQUARTILE RANGE 
IN LARGE-SCALE SURVEYS 
In this chapter, large-sample confidence set procedures for 
quantlles are determined for single-stage stratified cluster sampling. 
Extensions of the proposed procedures to two-stage stratified cluster 
sampling are briefly discussed. The asymptotic theory needed to support 
the large-sample confidence set procedures proposed by Woodruff (1952) 
is developed for these coimnonly used survey designs. Asymptotic 
properties of the estimated distribution function and the weighted 
quantile estimator are used in the development of the procedures. 
A framework for developing the asynçtotic theory to support the 
proposed large-sample procedures is first established. Hidiroglou 
(1974) identifies four approaches to studying the limiting distribution 
of the standardized sample mean from a simple random sample selected 
without replacement from a finite population. All four approaches 
require that a sequence of finite populations, , and a sequence 
of samples of size n^  from these populations be specified. 
Three of the approaches (Madow 1948, ErdOs and Renyi 1959, and 
Hajek 1960) treat the sequence of finite populations as a sequence of 
sets of fixed numbers. When a simple random sample is drawn without 
replacement from a fixed population, the elements within the sample are 
not independent. Thus, the Lindeberg Central Limit Theorem (Chung 1974, 
p. 205) cannot be applied directly to obtain the limiting distribution 
of the standardized sample mean. The authors assume that the sequence 
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of finite populations has certain well defined limiting properties. 
-1  
Madow (1948) assumed that for sufficiently large r , n^ N^  < 1 - e , 
where e > 0 , and imposed strong conditions on the moments of the 
populations in the sequence. Erd'ds and Renyi (1959) assumed that 
n^ Np^  <0.5 and that n^  •> » . A Lindeberg-type limiting condition on 
the elements of the finite population also was assumed. Hajek (1960) 
-1 
assumed that n^  > n^ _^  , , and that n^ N^  < 1 - e for 
all r , where e > 0 , and proved that simple random sampling and 
Poisson sampling in a finite population are asymptotically equivalent. 
Using this asymptotic equivalence and imposing certain conditions on the 
second moments of the populations in the sequence, Hajek (1960) obtained 
the asymptotic normality of the sample mean, properly normalized, 
directly from the Lindeberg Central Limit Theorem. 
The fourth approach assumes that the finite population is a random 
sample of size N from an infinite superpopulation; the sample is a 
simple random sample of size n from the finite population. Fuller 
(1973, 1975) used these assumptions to investigate the limiting 
properties of the finite population regression coefficient. 
A number of studies have investigated the limiting distribution of 
estimators of the population mean from stratified populations. Bickel 
and Freedman (1984) have generalized the results of ErdOs and 
Renyi to stratified random sampling. Fuller (1975, 1984) considered 
large-scale surveys in which simple random samples of clusters (primary 
sampling units) are selected independently within each stratum. Krewski 
and Rao (1981) considered surveys in which large numbers of strata are 
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sampled with relatively few primary sampling units selected within 
strata. Clusters are selected with replacement from each stratum, and 
independent subsamples are taken from clusters selected more than once. 
The superpopulation model approach taken by Fuller (1975, 1984) is 
adopted in this chapter. The assunption that the sequence of finite 
populations is generated by an infinite superpopulation provides a basis 
for generalization beyond the particular finite population. This has 
subject matter relevance because practitioners often make such 
generalizations. In Section A through Section C, the asymptotic theory 
for single-stage stratified cluster sampling is developed. Extensions 
of results to more complex designs are briefly discussed in Section D. 
Let be a sequence of stratified finite populations, each 
having strata. Suppose the finite population in stratum 
h of E is a random sample of size N , > N , , clusters selected 
r rh r-l,h 
from an infinite superpopulation. Associated with the j-th element in 
the i-th cluster of stratum h is a column vector of characteristics: 
\hij (^ rhijl' ' ' ' ^rhijk^  ' 
for h = 1, ..., Lp , 1 = 1,..., , and j = 1, ..., . Let 
the vector of cluster totals, Y 
rhl. > 
r^hi 
h^i. ~ J \hij ' 
have mean vector % , = (p ..., p and covariance matrix E , . 
'«rn rrii rtiK '^rn 
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Let a simple random sample of clusters 
(n , > 2, n , > n , . ) be selected without replacement from the 
rn rn r—i,n 
(rh)-th finite population. The total number of clusters (primary 
sampling units) in the overall sample from is given by 
L 
Assume that n •»•<» as r + <». 
r 
The vector of characteristics associated with the j-th element in 
the i-th selected cluster of stratum h is given by 
r^hij ~ (^ rbijl' ^ rhij2 r^hijk^ ' 
for h = 1, , i = 1, n^  ^, and j = 1, .... . 
For the r-th population, let 
r^  ^ "rh r^hi 
j, Wj • 0-» 
r^ r^h "rhi 
• J, v;» w, • ».2) 
L 
Hr = J, \hHrh • (3.3) 
n=l 
where 
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"rh - «rh»;' • 
Here is the sample mean per cluster, is the finite 
population parameter, and Uj. is the weighted superpopulation mean per 
cluster. 
A. Properties of the Sangle Mean 
The asynçtotic properties of will be examined under the 
following regularity conditions; 
CO. the cluster totals have absolute 2+5 moments (6 > 0) which 
are uniformly bounded by < » ; 
CI. for all r and 1 < h < , f^  ^ is uniformly bounded by , 
where f^  ^= "rh^ rh  ^: 
C2. (a) sup n W2 n ? = o(l) ; 
l<h<L^  ^  ^
L 
<"> "A-rt - 0(1) ; 
n=l 
_ 
C3. n S W2, n , S , r , as r + » , where r is positive definite, 
r , , rh rh~rh ~ ~ n=l 
Conditions CI and C2 determine how the clusters in the sequence of 
sanQ>les are allocated to each stratum relative to the total number of 
clusters in the finite population. As the number of selected primary 
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sampling units, n^  , Increases without bound as r-»-» , condition C2 
assures that no single observation is important in the weighted sum 
. Condition 03 guarantees that the limiting covariance matrix of 
tiJ'2- - Up) exists and is positive definite. An assumption such as 
condition C3 is required because we do not require each to be 
positive definite. The assumption of a limit in C3 is not required for 
all results, but it facilitates a number of proofs, without loss of 
subject matter generality. 
Since h = 1, ..., L^ , 1 = 1, ..., is a double 
sequence of row-wise independent random variables, use can be made of 
the following central limit theorem for weighted sums of independently 
distributed random variables. Fuller (1987, Lemma 1.C.2) proves a 
similar theorem for the special case of a single sequence of 
independently distributed random variables. 
Lemma 3.1. Let \^t^ t=l' r > 1 , be a double array of independently 
distributed, p-dimensional random column vectors. The have mean 
y = 0 , covariance matrix Z ^  , and uniformly bounded 2+6 
~rt ~rt 
moments, where 6 > 0 . For each r > 1 , there are k random vectors 
where k + » as r+m . Let {c , be a double array of fixed p-
r rt t=l 
dimensional column vectors with  ^0 . Suppose 
k 
I'rtI' = 0(1) • (3-4) 
where 
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t=l 
and |c^ j2 = . lat 
sup |c |2 = o(V , ) . (3.5) 
l<t<k 
r 
Bien as r-^ « 
k 
Ç-V2 - L 
•rk /, —> «"• » 
t=l 
Proof. Let e > 0 be given, 
Rlr = {x: (c^ x^)2 > , 
and 
R = {x; |x|2 > e2v j^ (sup 
l<t<k^  
Note that for every x e , 
6_-6„-0.56/ I_ |2\0.56 
x| e V • (sup |c |2) • > 1 . 
l<t<kp 
It follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (Apostol 1974, p. 48) that 
k 
t=l 
k 
' 'rfc I"»!' I 1=1= 
t-1 Rgr 
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' "'ri l l-r 
t-1 K^ J. 
< v;l-»-5« / |c |V«(sup le |2)°-5« K • 
t=l l<t<k^  
where F^ (^x) is the distribution function of , and K is the 
uniform bound for E{|x^ j^^ ^^ } . By the assunçtions, 
11. (sup , |c 1^ )°-" / |. 12 
r^ . t-l ' 
k 
• ["rk :*P.. 'rk /, I'ttI' 
r^ " l<t<k^  t=l 
= 0 , 
and the conditions of the Lindeberg Central Limit Theorem are satisfied. 
• 
Lemma 3.1 can be used to establish the following central limit 
theorem for the given sequence of populations and samples. 
Theorem 3.1. Let the sequence of finite populations and samples be 
as described. Under regularity conditions CO - C3, 
<»rn " \ll> "> »<»• » ' "•« 
- Ji^ ) —> N(0. I) . (3.7) 
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as r-*» , where 
L 
- /, "Ih" - ^ rhKiîrh • h=l 
V(?„) - z . 
h=l 
%rh = ='(?rhi. - %rb)(?rhi. "«rh''' ' 
and E denotes expectation with respect to the superpopulation model. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that the first 
observations selected from the superpopulation in each stratum are 
Included in the sample. From the definitions of y and Y „ , we 
•'rn rN 
have 
"•r "rh \ "rh 
'r. - "rh°rh /, \hi.' " </, «rh''rh h=l 1=1 h=l 1=1 
r^  ^ r^h 
= \h\h<l - ^ rhV, (^ rhi. - Hrh» h=l 1=1 
\ , \h 
- Vi *rh*;h , ^  ^, (\hl. -Hrh» • (3.8) h=l l=n .+ 1 
rh 
Let X = (X^ , ..., Xj^ ) ' be a vector of arbitrary real numbers (not all 
zero). Then 
where 
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\ "rh 
- Krh) • 
h=l 1=1 
'rhl • "rh-rh" " 'rh'i  ^' "rh 
- - Vrii • - "r'i ' = "rh * 1 "rh 
The variance of X'(y - Y „) can be written as 
~ rn rN 
 ^»rh 
r^N " 2 / *^ rhl4h*^ rhl h=l 1=1 
r^ . 2 
= A'[ Z W2^ (l - f,h)'Wrh + "?hV\h - ^ h^ SrhU 
h=l h=l 
= X'[ Z 
~ h=l "lh°rt" - 'rh'îrhli 
Conditions CI and C2(b) imply 
 ^\h . ,  ^
"r J, /, l^ hil' = A'[ Z - frh)]A 
h=l 1=1 h=l 
< i'l : »A\hJi 
h=l 
= 0(1)  .  
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The variance , when multiplied by the normalizing factor n^  , can 
be written as 
L 
V r »  -  - r i ' -  W S r h ' i  h«l 
L 
• "r - «rh'i'W 
n=l 
> a,(l - Bj) Z 
n=l 
'r , 
- (1 - "Ih'rh^ rhli ' 
n=l 
where by condition CI, is the upper bound on . From C3 it 
follows that 
lira > 0 and = 0(1) . (3.9) 
r-K» 
Hence, assumption (3.4) is satisfied: 
1 
J, /, I'rhll' • "<» 
h=l i=l 
Assunçtion (3.5) can be written as 
''rhll' - °"r»> • 
kk/^ 
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Now, 
= o(n^  ) , (3.10) 
where (3.10) is due to condition C2(a). Assumption (3.5) follows 
directly from (3.9) and (3.10), since 
'"An'"' X, I'rhil' -
Implies 
!<L I'rhJ' = °"r»> • 
l<i</h 
V".y2x'(y - Y From Lemma 3.1 it follows that  » ^  X  *,) converges in 
rN ~ rn rN 
distribution to a standard normal random variable. This holds for all 
k 
A e R . Result (3.6) follows from the Cramer-Wold device (Serfling 
1980, p. 18). Using analogous arguments and again letting 
X = (Xj, ..., X^ )' be a vector of arbitrary real numbers (not all 
zero), it follows that 
Lr n^  ^
i s' / - w 
h=l i=l 
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converges in distribution to a normal random variable with mean zero and 
unit variance. Result (3.7) follows using the Cramer-Wold device. • 
The following law of large numbers, which is taken primarily from 
Chung (1974, p. Ill), will be used to show that the usual design-based 
estimators of n^ V{y^  ^- and n^ V{y^ }^ are consistent estimators 
of their respective superpopulation quantities as r + » . 
k 
Lemma 3.2. Let {X } ^ , r > 1 , be a double array of row-wise 
rt t=i k 
independently distributed random variables, and let , r > I , 
denote the corresponding double array of distribution functions. For 
each r > 1 , there are k^  random variables, where k^  + » as 
r + 00 . Let {bp} , r > 1 , be a given sequence of real numbers such 
that b > b , and b •»•<» as r + «» . Suppose 
r r-1 r 
k 
r 
2 / dG_(x) = 0(1) (3.11) 
t=l |x|>bp " 
and 
Let 
k 
9 r 
b/ Z , f x2dG . (x) = 0(1) . (3.12) 
t-i 
k 
' tfi • 
Then, 
- *rk) —> " 
t=l 
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as r + a» 
Proof. By assumption the random variables in the double array 
{X , r > 1 , are row-wise independent. Let X = Z X . and 
rt t—1 r« t~i rt 
= :t=l2rt ' 
^rt - " l\tl < "r 
= 0 otherwise . 
From DeMorgan's law (Chung 1974, p.18) and Boole's inequality (Chung 
1974, p. 20), it follows that 
P{Xp * } < p{jx^ j.j > b^  for at least one t e [1, 2, ..., k^ ]} 
k. 
rti r^  < s'' P{|x^J > h J t=l 
= 0(1) , (3.13) 
where the equality in (3.13) is due to assumption (3.11). 
Assumption (3.12) may be written as 
E E{(b^ V )2} = 0(1) . 
t=l 
Since are independent random variables, this assumption gives 
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k 
k 
r 
< Z E{(b/Z )2} 
t=l  ^
= o(l) . 
Hence, Chebychev's inequality (Chung 1974, p. 48) gives for all e > 0 
P{|[Zr, - E(Zr.)]b;l| > e} < e"^ V{b^ Z^^  } 
= o(l) . (3.14) 
Expressions (3.13) and (3.14) give: 
P{|[x^ . - E(Z; )]b;l| > e) 
- Pll'Xr. - > = I Xr. = 
+ P{|[X^ _ - E(Z, )]b;:| > : I X, f 
< > s I Xf. - Z,.)P(Xr. ' z,.) ^  * %,.) 
< P{|tZr. - > s) + 
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= o ( l )  .  
The result follows since = E(Z^  ) . 0 
The following theorem shows that under CI - 03, the usual design-
based estimators of V{y^  ^- and are consistent. 
Theorem 3.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 as r + « , 
" \b> " —> « <3.15) 
and 
nrlVfy^ }^ - V{y^ }^] —> 0 , (3.16) 
where 
- V ' J, "Ih" - • n=l 
h=l 
"rh 
~rh ~ (^ rh ^^ rhi. r^h..^ ^^ rhi. r^h..^  ' i=l 
-  _  - 1  
r^h.. °rh r^hi. ' 
\hi 
r^hi. " J r^hij 
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Proof. The (j&)-th covariance term In can be written 
as 
L 
_ _ _ _ r 
°r^ ^^ rnj r^Nj ' ^rn£ r^NJl^  ~ \h®rh,jJl ' 
where 
\h = "r"rh(^  - ^ vhKh ' 
and a , is the (j&)-th term in 2 , . The design-based estimator 
rh,j£ ~rh 
of the (j£)-th covariance term in ~ is 
"r^ ^^ rnj r^Nj ' ^rn£ 
°rh 
\h^ "^ rh (^ rhi.j r^h. .j ^^^ rhi.£ r^h. .2,^  
The (j&)-th term in 
can be written as 
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r^Nj ' ^rnA r^Nj ' ^rn£ r^NJl^  ^
r^ "rh 
~ \h^ °rh ^^ r^hi.j "^ rhj^ ^^ rhi.Jl r^h,j&^  
'r 
- Wrh^ h^ - 1) [(yrh..j - *rhj)(yrh..* " ^h£> 
r^ "^ rh _ 
" h=l 1=1 ^^rhi ~ ''rh^^rh " *rh,j&] 
L 
' hh ' *rh(*rh " ' 
"•r "rh ^r 
-J ,  / ,  •='rhi -®<W -  • 
h=l 1=1 h=l 
where 
r^hl \h^ °rh ~ ^^ rhl.j ~ ''rhj^ ^^ rhl.£ ~ ^ rh£) 
and 
r^h ~ ^ rh°rh^ r^h ^^ rh..j r^hj^ ^^ rh..£ r^ht^  
Hence, to prove (3.15) It suffices to show that a law of large numbers 
holds for both and {Z^ }^ , separately. 
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The random variables in the double array , h=l, L^ , 
1=1, . n ^ ^ }  , r > 1  ,  are row^wise Independently d i s t r i b u ted. L e t  
h=l, L^ , 1=1, ..., , r > 1 , denote the corresponding 
double array of distribution functions. By assumption, the finite 
population in stratum h of is a random sample selected from a k-
dimenslonal, infinite superpopulation with absolute 2+5 moments 
(6 > 0) which are uniformly bounded by < » , Letting 2 ^ 6 = 6' 
be given, assunq)tlon (3.11) of Lemma 3.2 may be written as 
°rh 
J. 
r^ °rh 
h=l 1=1  ^ -œ 
h=l 1=1 
4^l(yrhl.j " Urhj)(yrhi.A ~ ^ rht^ f^  
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= o(l) . (3.17) 
Next, assumption (3.12) of Lemma 3.2 may be written as 
2 
' X ''("rh ' h=l 1=1 
^^ (^ rhl.j " Wrhj)(yrhl.A " *rh&)|} 1+6' 
< E 
h=l 
= o(l) . 
Hence, from Lemma 3.2 
r^ "rh _. r^ r^h 
Z S X.. -  n  S S  /  udG ,  .(u) >  0  as r  +  «  .  
h=l 1=1 ^ h=l 1=1 |u|<n^ 
r^ "rh 
The expected value of ^^ =1^ 1=1 \hl "^ der the superpopulatlon model 
can be written as 
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"rh "rh 
"J. j. 'rhi' = J, 
' à ' 
but as seen in the proof of (3.17), 
J: jrwir-w < i: jr 
= o(l) . 
It follows that 
r rh 
Z Z [X , . - E(X , .)] —> 0 as r-co, . (3.18) 
h=l 1=1  ^
Consider the random variables in the double array , h=l, ..., 
, r > 1 for the special case = 0(1) . Let y > 0 and s > 0 
be given. By Chebychev's inequality, 
ftlj:, I^h - » 4 < s''E(l z - E(Zrh)l|) 
h=l h=l 
, "-r 
< 2s - 1) »|Cyrt..j - "rhi^ '^ ih..! " "iw' 
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LJ. 
< 2:'' "A" - ^ h'<°rh -
Lr 
' h=l " '-'•>'"rh - ""'«rtt Jj «(frhi.j - "rhj)'! ''' 
°rh D 
I,!, G'frhi., - "rh»)'! ' , 
< 2^ "' .{ -A" - 'rh>("rh - ' 
n=l 
< 4.-:/ 
n=l 
< 4r'B2(2+«) l^ Csup oXh-rh' • 
l<n<Lp 
Hence, by condition C2(a) there exists an r* such that for all 
r > r* , 
. ^ 
P{ 1 [Z - E(Z )] > G} < 6 . 
h=l  ^
It follows that when = 0(1) , 
L 
 ^ p 
E [Z - E(Z )] -^ > 0 . (3.19) 
h=l 
Suppose instead that  ^» as r + » . Let y > 0 and e > 0 
again be given. Choose T such that 
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where M is the bound given by C2(b). Let 
G, = (h: Orb > 
Chebychev's inequality gives 
t^ rh - t\h -
heG^  heGp 
< ^l^rh - :(:rh) 
heGp 
< 2.-: 
' WG - ^ rh'<"rh - "• G|(yrh..j ' "rhj'^ 'rh..! " "rM^ I 
ne(y^  
h=l 
Hence, by condition C2(b) there exists an r* such that for all 
r > r* , 
P{| Z [Zph - E(Zph)]| > e} < 4e-lB2(2+6) V^ M = y . 
heG^  
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It follows that as r + » , 
Z [Z - E(Z )] —> 0 . (3.20) 
heG 
r 
All that remains to show is that as r + » , 
Z - E(Z^ )^] 0 , (3.21) 
heG^  
where = {h: < T} . If as v •*• <*> the number of strata in which 
T or fewer clusters are sampled is bounded (i.e., the number of 
elements in G^  is 0(1) ), then result (3.21) is easily proved using 
arguments analogous to those employed for the case where =0(1) . 
Thus, it is sufficient to show (3.21) for the case where the number of 
elements in G^  increases without bound as r + m . 
Consider the double array of random variables  ^G G^ } , 
r > 1 . The random variables in this double array are row-wise 
independently distributed. Let  ^^  G^ } , r > 1 , denote the 
corresponding double array of distribution functions. Letting 
2 ^ 6 = 6' > 0 be given, assumption (3.11) of Lemma 3.2 may be written 
as 
2 ; dH^ (^z) . Î / . 
heGj. |z|>ii^  hsG^  
where H , is the distribution function of 
rhu 
«'rh-.j - "ruXyrh-.t - W 
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"irh • l°l > =;'";h(\h - »" -
Let 
2^rh = l"l > [sup 
l<n<L^  
and note that for every u e 
"IV^ h^ r^h - "-'(1 - £,h) > 1 • 
It follows that 
E / dH^ hz(') 
heG^  |z|>n^  
< E - ^ rh) „ / l"M^ rhu(") 
heGj. Irh 
<2 S "AV / l"l''W' 
heGj. 2rh 
I'h'L, *2rh 
L 
l<ri<L^  n=l 
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= o(l) , (3.22) 
where the equality in (3.22) is due to conditions C2(a) and C2(b). Let 
3^rh " l"l < \^ \h^ \h " * Condition (3.12) of 
Lemma 3.2 may be written as 
heGj 1^ 1 <\ 
- n;2 J I [.%(! - - U"'l2u2dH^ ^^ („) . 
heGp 3rh 
heGj. 3rh 
<2^ -«'[sup 
l<h<L hGG_ 
r r 
< 22«'isup 
KiKL^  n=i 
= 0(1) , (3.23) 
where the equality in (3.23) is due to conditions C2(a) and C2(b). 
Hence, from Lemma 3.2 
2 -1^ 1 Z / zdH^ ^^ (z) —> 0 as r + 
heG^  hsG^  | z j <n  ^
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The expected value of E under the model can be written as 
hsG 
: \h' • "r' J. / 
hsG^ ® t |z|<n^ 
+ n ' E I ' 
but as seen in the proof of (3.22), 
°r' ; '""rhz'") 
heG^  |z|>n^  
< 2 £ / l"|dHrhu(") 
heGj. Irh 
= o(l) . 
Therefore (3.21) holds. Combining (3.19)-(3.21) we have as r » 
Z [Z . - E(Z )] —> 0 . (3.24) 
h=l 
Result (3.15) follows from (3.18) and (3.24). In a like manner, result 
(3.16) can also be shown to hold. • 
Conditions under which a continuous function of also has a 
limiting normal distribution are given in the following theorem. 
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Pieorem 3.3» Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold, and let y > 0 
be fixed. Assume that all are interior points of the closed and 
bounded convex set S such that 
Y 
Uj. - bsl > Y > 0 
for all boundary points of . Assume that g(8) is a real 
valued continuous function of £ with continuous first and second 
partial derivatives on . Let be the vector of first 
partial derivatives of g(8) evaluated at 9* e . Assume that 
|g^ ^^ (0)| > A > 0 for all 9 e . Then 
[«(?,„) - g(î,s)l -i-> WO, 1) 
and 
[G(Y^^) _ G(%^)] —> N(0, 1) 
Proof. From condition C3 and from the assumption that the cluster 
totals have uniformly bounded absolute 2+6 moments, it follows from 
Chebychev's inequality that 
- %r = °p(°r 
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— F hence for £ = 1, k , > 0 as r + <= and 
p 
r^NJl ~  ^0 as r + « . Therefore, given e > 0 there exists 
an IQ such that P{y^  ^e S^ } > 1 - 2 and P{Y^  ^eS}>l-2^ e 
(2)  
for all r > . Let (8) be the second partial derivative of 
g(0) with respect to 9^  and 0^  , where 0^  and 0^  are the i-th 
( 2 )  
and the j-th elements of 0 , respectively. By assumption, (0) is 
a continuous function of 6 for 0 c S . Hence, on the closed and FW FV Y ' 
(2) 
bounded set S , g. . (0) Is bounded for all 1 < i < k and Ï ij ~ 
1 < j < k . Fixing r^  > r^  , a Taylor expansion of 6(7^ .^ ) (Apostol 
1974, p. 361) gives for y^  ^e : 
sCT,^ „) - g(%r^ ) + 
,-l ^ ^ _(2) 
where 0* is on the line segment joining y and u • The set 
~ri r^ n^ ~rj 
is convex by assumption; thus, for all r > r^  , 
P{0* e S } > 1 - e . 
~r Y 
c2) 
When 0* e (8*) bounded for all 1 < 1 < k and 
1 < j < k and since e > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that 
gCy^ n) = g(Mr) + 8^ ^^ '(jKr)(yrn " + Op(*r^ ) (3.25) 
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similarly, we have 
• S(%r) + - Mr) + %(-;') • 
Thus, 
- ®<%n> • - W + %<-;'> • "-2G) 
(2)  
Since g;. (0) is a continuous function of 6 for 0 e S , arguments 
Ij ~ ~ ~ Y 
analogous to those used to prove (3.25) give: 
From Theorem 3.2, we obtain 
V'"'<»rn'''yrn " 
+ Op(l) . 
By condition C3, n V{y } •*• T as r+« , where T is positive 
r rn ~ ~ 
definite; it follows from condition CI that n Vfy - Y „} also is 
r rn rN 
positive definite in the limit. Since is bounded away 
from zero. 
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= [g<»'(ji^ wy,„ - Vg">()j,)J-'''2Cg(ï^ „) - g(\»)J H- o^ (.; 
Hence, by 3.26 the limiting distribution of 
te<»'(?„)vO„ - - g(WJ 
is the same as the limiting distribution of 
ig<"'(ji,wj„ - \„)g'"()!,)r'''2ig*"'(>!,>(yr„ - Vi • 
which is N(0, 1) by Theorem 3.1. In a like manner, the limiting 
distribution of 
[g^ ^^ '(yrnWyrn^ g^ ^^ (yrn^ "^^ '^ ^^ S(yrn> " StW*)} 
is shown to be the same as the limiting distribution of 
(Br>^ yrn " 
which also is N(0, 1) by Theorem 3.1. • 
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B. Properties of the Empirical Distribution Function 
For stratified single-stage cluster sampling, the estimator of the 
c u m u l a t i v e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t i o n  f o r  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  z  ,  l < £ < k , i s  
r^ r^h . r^ . "rh r^hi 
F„(K) = [ J J z z I(y^, < x)l . 
h=l i=l h=l i=l j=l •' 
This estimator is a combined ratio estimator of the mean per element. 
For convenience in presenting asymptotic results for F^ (^x) , we 
assume that a common overall superpopulation distribution function, 
denoted by F(x) , holds for all . That is, we assume 
"•r "rh "rhi 
for all r and all x in the support of F(x) , where the expectation 
is with respect to the superpopulation model. 
The estimator of the distribution function, F^ ^^ x) , is a ratio of 
sample means per cluster of the form shown in (3.1). Hence, it is a 
continuously differentiable function of sample means, and provided 
conditions C0-C3 hold for the vector 
r^hij I{^ rhij& ^  
asymptotic results for F^ (^x()  , where x" is a fixed point in the 
interior of the support of F , can be obtained. Formula (3.25) gives: 
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Frn(x°) = F(xO) + ) . 
The following central limit theorem for follows Immediately 
from Theorem 3.3. 
Corollary 3.3.1. Let the sequence of populations and samples be 
described. Let x" be a fixed point in the interior of the support 
of F , and let conditions C0-C3 hold for = (1,  ^
where 1 < £ < k . Let F(x) be the common overall superpopulation 
distribution function existing for all . Then, 
[V{F^ (^xO) - F^ jj(x0)}]"^ /2 [F^ (^xO) - F^ C^xO)] -^ > N(0, 1) , 
[V{F^ (^xO)}]'^ 2^ [F^ (^xO) _ F(xO)] -^ > N(0, 1) , 
as r+m , where 
. "rh 
= J, ("rh " » » " 'rh>"rh /, (^ rhi. " 
n=l 1=1 
, °rh 
V(F^ (^.»)) = Z - 1) Ï ("rhi. - "rh..)' ' 
h=l i=l 
'rhij = 1 " 'rbij " 
= 0 otherwise , 
r^hi. \ \h"rh^ r^hi. " ^rn^ *°^ "rhi^  ' 
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-1 
r^h.. \h r^hi. ' 1=1 
°rh _ 
Mr= «rh^ r^h^ rhl, 
\hl 
r^hl. ~ r^hij 
Proof. Omitted. • 
The estimator, V{F^ (^xO) - F^ C^xO)} , is the Taylor expansion 
estimator of the variance of the approximate distribution of 
[Frn^ *®) ~ Fj.jjCx")] . Similarly, VfF^ C^x")} is the Taylor expansion 
estimator of the variance of the approximate distribution of 
[Fr^ (xO) - F(xO)] . 
The following corollary gives a confidence set procedure for the 
yO-th quantile when F is absolutely continuous and strictly increasing 
in a neighborhood of x" , where F(xO) = y" and 0 < y® < 1 • 
Cbrollary 3.3.2. Let the assunçtions of Corollary 3.3.1 hold. In 
addition, assume that for fixed x" in the interior of the support of 
F : 
C4. the cumulative distribution function, F(x) , is continuous and has 
a continuous, positive derivative with respect to x in a 
neighborhood of x" . 
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Let r be the set of x for which 
nr 
FpaCx) + t^ [V{F^ (^x)}] ^ 2^ > yo 
and 
Fra(x) - t^ [V{F^ (^x)}] < Y° , 
where t is defined by $(t ) = 1 - a2 ^  , $(•) is the distribution 
a a 
function of a standard normal random variable, and 0 < a < 1 . Then as 
r-Mo 
P{xO G ® • 
Proof. For fixed x® in the support of F , consider the hypothesis 
HQI F(xO) = Y" • Under condition C4, this is equivalent to the 
hypothesis qCy") = x® . By Corollary 3.3.1, a large-sample test of 
this hypothesis is given by the statistic. 
t = [V{F_(xO)}]~^ /2 [F_(xO) - Y"] . 
r rn rn 
As r+<n , tj. is converging in distribution to a standard normal random 
variable. The probability that x" e is equal to the probability 
that jt^ j < t^  . This probability approaches o as r+œ . • 
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Note that for a fixed , the set defined in Corollary 3.3.2 need 
not be a closed interval and can be the entire real line. 
C. Confidence Intervals for Quantiles and the Interquartile Range 
Two methods for determining confidence intervals for a given set 
of k quantiles, q(Y°), .., q(Y^ ) > are investigated. Both methods 
give approximate confidence intervals which are based on asymptotic 
distribution theory. As was noted in Chapter I, exact distribution-free 
confidence intervals cannot be determined for quantiles from the complex 
survey designs typically employed in large-scale surveys. 
The first method for determining confidence intervals is based on 
the procedures proposed by Woodruff (1952). This method for determining 
a confidence interval for a given quantile q(Y®) is based on the 
asymptotic distribution of the Y^ -th sample quantile. The second 
procedure is an extension of the large-sample test inversion procedure 
given in Corollary 3.3.2. 
Both procedures assume that conditions C0-C4 hold. Conditions Cl-
C2 place restrictions on the survey design; whereas, conditions CO, C3 
and C4 make assumptions about the characteristic(s) of interest in the 
survey.. Of particular interest in terms of quantile estimation is 
condition C4. Condition C4 makes the assumption that for a given 
0 < Y® < 1 > F(x) is continuous, strictly increasing and has a 
density for x in a neighborhood of qCY") • 
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1. Confidence Intervals Based on Sample Quantiles 
While Theorem 3.3 and its corollaries provide a method for 
constructing a confidence set for a given quantile, additional results 
are needed in order to justify the confidence interval procedure pro­
posed by Woodruff (1952) and to construct confidence sets for functions 
of quantiles such as the interquartile range. 
Let the sequence of populations, , and samples be as 
described previously. Let q(Y) = F (^7) be the quantile function. A 
set of k fixed, distinct quantiles in the interior of the support of 
F (i.e., 0 < < 1 . 0 < < 1 , Y° Y? > for 1 ^  j , i=l, ..., 
k , j=l k) is given by 
[q(Y°) .  qCYg) ,  • • •»  9(7%)] '  =  (x j»  *2 '  • • • '  *k^* •  (3*27)  
The corresponding set of sample quantiles for the r-th sample in the 
sequence is denoted by 
[^ (Y;), = (^ ri' •••' \ • 
Let fi^ (x) be the estimated covariance matrix defined by 
and let 
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fr„C2>' rn 
where the notation means that the variance of F^ C^x) is evaluated at 
X = . 
Let xj, x^ , x^  be the k fixed distinct points in the 
Interior of the support of F(x) that are defined in (3.27). Let Aj, 
Ag, .^  be closed intervals of finite positive length In the 
Interior of the support of F(x) that contain xj, x^ , ..., x^  , 
respectively, as interior points. Let A = A^  x A^  x ... x Aj^  , and let 
J =Ui=:iA^  . 
Assume that condition C4 holds on J . Three additional regularity 
conditions are needed to justify the confidence interval procedure 
proposed by Woodruff (1952) and to construct confidence sets for 
functions of quantiles such as the interquartile range. 
C5. For X in J , ^^ {^F^ C^x)} is positive and continuous in x . 
C6. For some 0 < C < « , V{F (x + 6) - F (x)} < Cn ^ jsl , for all 
rn rn r ' ' 
r and for x and x + 6 in J . 
C7. The covariance matrix g^ (x®) is positive definite. Furthermore, 
for every e > 0 and for all 1 < i < j < k , 
P{sup j (z) I > M^ n^  } < E , 
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where depends only on e , (x) is the (ij )-th element of 
Op(x) and (x) is the (ij)-th element of g^ (x) . 
Conditions such as C5 and C7 are required for the Woodruff 
procedure because the variance of the cumulative distribution function 
at the true (superpopulation) quantile is estimated with the estimated 
variance at the sample quantlle. Under conditions C5 and C7, the two 
variance estimators become close in the required sense. Condition C6 is 
used in the development of an approximation to the difference 
- Vo 
F^ (^x + 6) - • In the proof of Theorem 3.4, 5 will be cn^   ^, 
where c < <*> is a constant; in the proof of Theorem 3.5, 6 will be 
determined by the estimated standard error of F^ (^x) at the sample 
quantile. Even though the error in F^ (^x) is [^ (n^  ^  ) , the error 
in the difference (x + 6) - Is smaller by the order of 6 ^  
because of the correlation between the two estimators. 
Sample quantiles, q^ ^^ p) for 0 < p < 1 , can be expressed 
asymptotically as linear transformations of the empirical distribution 
function evaluated at q(p) . This expression is called the Bahadur 
representation of 9rg(P) the literature on order statistics 
(Bahadur 1966). Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 give results which will be used in 
Theorem 3.4 to establish an asymptotic representation of q^ (^p) . 
Lemma 3.3 is due to Ghosh (1971). 
Lemma 3.3. Let {Z^ } and {G^ } be two sequences of random variables, 
where = 0^ (1) . For every c and all e > 0 suppose 
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11m P{G^  > c + e, Zp < c} = 0 , (3.29) 
r-K» 
lim P{Gj. < c, Z^  > c + e} = 0 . (3.30) 
r+m 
p 
Then Z^  - G^  > 0 as r-x» . 
Proof. Let e > 0 and 6 > 0 be given. Since by assumption 
G^  = Op(l) , we can choose positive integers X and rg such that for 
all r > Tg , 
p{|g |^ > Xe} < 5 . 
It follows that for all r > r^  
P{|Zj. - G^ l > 2e} = P{|g^ | > Xe, |z^  - g j > 2e] 
+ P{|GJ < Xe, |Z^  - G^ l > 26} 
< 6 + P{|g^ | < Xe, |Z^  - G^ l > 2e} 
X-1 
= 6 + 2  P { i e  <  G  <  ( i + l ) e ,  j z  -  G  j  >  2 e }  
i=-X 
X—1 
< 6 + 2  (P { i e  <  G  <  ( i + l ) e ,  Z  >  ( i + 2 ) e }  
i=-X 
+ P{ie < G^  < (i+l)e, Z^  < (i-l)e}) . 
I l l  
Hence, by assumptions (3.29) and (3,30) there exists an r^  > r^  such 
that for all r > r^  
P{|Zp - G^ l > 2e} < 26 , 
and since s > 0 and 6 > 0 are arbitrary the result follows. • 
Lemma 3.4 gives conditions under which a sequence of expectations 
can be approximated by a given sequence. This lemma iâ a special ease 
of a more general theorem proved by Fuller (1976, p. 205). 
Lemma 3.4. Let {Z^ } , r > 1 , be a sequence of 2-dimensional random 
variables, where = (Z^ ,^ Z^ g)' and E{Z^ } = Uj. = (Up^ , ' Let 
g(z) be a function mapping into R . Assume that: 
(i) = (Upjj are interior points of a closed and bounded 
convex set S such that U - b > Y > 0 for all boundary 
Y '~r s I 
points b of S ; 
s Y 
(ii) E{(Z^ j - y^ j)2 + (Z^  ^~ » where a^  ->• 0 as r + « ; 
(iii) there is a finite number such that for all z e R^  , 
g(z) < ; 
(iv) g(j^ (z) and g^ \^z) are continuous in z over 5° , where 
for i=l, 2 and j=l, 2 , 
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= gf- S(Z) 
^ z = z* 
and S^  = int(S^ ) is the set of all interior points of ; 
(v) there is a finite number K2 such that for all r , i=l, 2 
and j=i, 2 , 
14?^*^ I ^2 z G S , 
' "2 • 
Then 
E[g(Z^ )] = g(Wp) + 0(a|) . 
Proof. Let {G^ } , r > 1 , be the sequence of 2-dimensional 
distribution functions corresponding to {Z^ } , r > 1 . By assumption 
(iv) and Taylor's theorem (Âpostol 1974, p. 361) there is a sequence of 
functions {h^ } , r > 1 , mapping S® into S® such that 
g(z) = g(%r) + Igo(z) Z Si " Wfi) + » 
Y i=l 
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where 
I o(») =1 if z e sO 
Y 
= 0 otherwise , 
and 
2 2 
R (s) = 2"^  E 2 (s))(z - w .)(z. - % .) if z e 8° 
1=1 1=1  ^ 1 n J rj y 
= g(z) - gCUj.) otherwise. 
For z e S® we have h (a) e S® so that 
Y r Y 
2 2 
|r^ (.)| < 2-1 Î |g(?>(h_.(.))||»j - - Wpjl 
j 
2 1/ 
<2K {[E (z. -
h=l 
= 2K^ [ Z (z^  - . 
n=i 
Thus, by assunçtion (li) 
. _R^(z) |dG^ (z) < 2Kg / [(z^ - y^j)2 + (z^ -
Y 
= 0(a2) . 
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Letting denote the complement of S® , assumptions (i) and (iii), 
and Chebychev's inequality give 
/ |\(*)|dG (s) = / I (js)|g(z) - g(u )|dG (e) 
sO sO 
Y 
< 2K, / I (z)dG(x) 
 ^r2 sO 
Y 
< 2KjP{|Z^  - > ï} 
2 
< 2K E P{|Z -y |>2-M 
i=l 
2 
< 23K Z E(Z - w )2 . 
i=l 
Therefore, by assuuqjtion (ii) 
/ |r (*)|dG (s) = 0(a2) . 
r2 
This result and assumptions (i) and (iv) give 
Elg(Z^ )] = g(z)dGp(z) 
2 /1 \ 
= [S(%r) + Igo(z) Si (%r)(Zi " «^ ri^  + Rj.(x)]dGj.(z) 
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= 8(jlr) + L ~ Wri)dGr(z) 
1=1 
- / 2 g^^\jij.)(z^ - Wri)dGp(z) + 0(ap 
sO =^1 
Y 
However, 
/ Z - Url)dGr(z) 
sO =^1 
Y 
2 1/ 
< / 2K,[{[ E (z - U >2] /2}2 + I]DG (z) 
0^ h=l 
Y 
< 2ÎL[/ [(z - y )2 + (z - u )2]dG (z) + / (z)dG (z) 
r2 Z rz r r2 s" 
Y 
= 0(a|) . 
The desired result follows, since by assumptions (iii) and (v) 
/,  ^ Si^ )(Ur)(Zi - Wri)dG (z) = 0 
r2 i=l  ^  ^  ^ ri r 
The following lemma is an application of Lemma 3.4 to the ratio 
estimator F^ (^x) . 
Lemma 3.5. If the assumptions of Corollary 3.3.2 hold for a fixed x" 
in the interior of the support of F , then there exists a closed 
interval containing x® as an interior point such that 
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E{F^ (^x)} = F(x) + a2 , 
where = 0(n^ )^ uniformly for x e . 
Proof. Let = [P^ , P^ ] be an interval containing y® as an 
interior point, where = F(x®) . Let A = [q(P ), q(P )] . By 
4 LU
condition C4, (and hence B^  ) can be chosen such that F(x) is 
continuous with a continuous, positive derivative for all x e A^  . The 
estimator of the distribution function for x e A is q 
F^ (^x) = 
Let 
= Z^ («) = [Z^ J, Zj2(x)J' , 
 ^ , "rh 
'n - "rhi . 
r^ . '^ rh r^hi 
:r2(=) = "rh^ h {^yrhij, < 
h=l 1=1 j=l 
g(Zr) = z;|zr2(x) " > » 
= 0 otherwise . 
It is sufficient to show that the conditions of Lemma 3.4 hold uniformly 
in X for the sequence of random variables {Z^ } , r > 1 , where 
X e Aq . The superpopulation mean is Uj.2(x)]' » where 
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 ^h=l 
L 
Ur2<=<) - Z »rh«rh2(') ' 
n=l 
is the mean number of elements per cluster in the (rh)-th 
superpopulation, and is the mean number of elements per 
cluster in the (rh)-th superpopulation with the value of the &-th 
characteristic less than or equal to x . For all r , ~ 0 
whenever = 0 , and hence jz^ Z^^ gCK)! < 1 for all r . It follows 
that for X E Aq , |z^ jz^ g(x)| is uniformly bounded by 1, and 
condition (iii) of Lemma 3.4 is satisfied. To establish condition (ii) 
_1/-
of Lemma 3.4 for a^  = n^   ^, the variances of and both 
-1 
must be of order n^  uniformly for x e . The Liapounov inequality 
(Chung 1974, p. 47) and conditions CO and C2(b) give 
"rh 
EKZRI - = £ Vrh /, ««rhi " "rhP' 
h=l i=l 
n=l 
= 0(n^ b . 
Similar arguments give 
E{[Zr2(x) - yj.2(x)]^ } = 0(n~^ ) 
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uniformly for x e . 
Condition (i) is true by assumption. For all r , is a 
nonnegative random variable. By condition C3, there exists g > 0 such 
that 
lim E{Z^ }^ = lim 
r+oo 
> 6 . 
[Note that for most sample survey applications, > 1 for all r , 
and hence 3=1. For some forms of area sampling, < 1 , is 
possible.] Let 
= [(0.1)3, 3(2+*) +  y ]  X  [0, 3(2+*) + rl , 
where 6 > 0 and B, is the uniform bound given by condition CO. It 
6 
follows that condition (iv) holds for all x e , since for 2 e S® 
gjf (*) = 2 , 
(«) = 0 , 
§ 2 1 =  g i 2 ^ ( = )  
— 2  
= - =1 ' 
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, 
and (0, z^ ) | 8° . 
Condition (v) holds since for all z = [z , z„]' e S" and 
1 z Y 
X e A ; q 
|gj2)(^ )| = Zz-^ zg , 
|g2^^(s)| = 0 ' 
= =1^  
Is4^^ (%r)| = *rl*r2(=) 
|si^^(%r)| = ' 
and by the assumptions of Corollary 3.3.2, z = [0, z^ ]' | . Hence, 
by Lemma 3.4 
E[g(Zj.)] = WrgWriCx) + 
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where = 0(n^ )^ uniformly for x e . • 
The following theorem is an extension of a weak version of 
Bahadur's result to single-stage cluster sampling. The method of proof 
parallels that used by Ghosh (1971) to establish the result for simple 
random sampling. 
Theorem 3.4. Let p = of expression (3.27) be given, where 
i e {1, .., k} , and let the assumptions of Corollary 3.3.2 hold. 
Under conditions C0-C4, and C6, the sample quantile, q^ ^^ p) , can be 
represented as 
Since the empirical distribution function is monotone increasing, it 
follows that 
q^ (p) = q(p) - [f[q(p))]"^ [F^ (q(P)) " F(q(p))] + R^ (p) , 
For every c , we have 
T^  ^< c if and only if qp^ (p) < q(p) + cn^  ^  . 
and hence 
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< c if and only If , (3.31) 
where 
= nJ^ 2{F(q(p) + cn^  ) - F^ JqCp) + cn^ ^^  )}[f(q(p))]"^  
c^ n = {F(q(p) + cn^ '^'2) - F^ (^q^ (^p))} [f (q(p))]"^  . 
By condition C4, 
F(q(p) + ctl~^ ''2) = F(q(p)) + cn^  [f(q(p)) + o(l)] . 
From C4, (2.54), and (2.57), we have 
•'r "t , 
F(q(p)) - F^ „(q„(p)) - p - (^j)!!^ !; "t(«l ' 
where is the total number of elements in the sample, 
i ®r _ 
= min{i: [ E Wr(j)][ % "r(Jl)^  > P. i e H. 2, ..., m^ ]} , 
and for j = 1, ..., m^ , is the sample weight associated with 
the j-th sample order statistic for the sample from population . It 
follows that kj. exists, and for single-stage cluster sampling 
l^-[j!rr(j)][X''r(,)r'l'%^^"rh:';;' 
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By condition C2(a), 
A — 1/ 
Hence, F(q(p)) - *^ rn + ^  as r-»-» . Let 
Gj.jj = [F(q(p)) - F^ jj(q(p))] [f (q(p))]~^  
Now, 
r^n " ®rn " [{F(q(p) + cn^  ) - F(q(p))} 
- {Frn(q(p) + cn~^ 2^) _ F^ Jq(p))}] [f(q(p))]~^  . 
By assunq)tion, q(p) is an interior point of the set J , and 
conditions C4 and C6 hold on J . From Lemma 3.5, there exists an 
M < oo and an r^  > 0 such that (q(p) + cn^  ^  ) s J and 
|F(q(p) + cn^  ) - F(q(p)) 
- E[Fj.^ (q(p) + cn'^ '^ Z) _ F^ (^q(p))]| < , 
for all r > r^  . By condition C6, there exist finite Mj and M* 
such that 
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P{|Fj.n(q(p) + en" ^'^ 2) _ Fj.Jq(p)) 
- E[F^ (^q(p) + cn^^ 2^) - Fj.Jq(p))]| > 
< nyV4{F^ (^q(p) + en" ) - F^ Jq(p))} 
< M* 
for all r > . Hence, 
Frn(l(P) + cn^  ) - Fj.Jq(p)) 
= F(q(p) + cn^  ) - F(q(p)) + 0 . 
It follows that Z - G = 0 (n )^ . From (3.31) and since 
rn rn p r 
+ c as r+m , we have for every e > 0 
lim P{T^  ^< c, > c + G} = 11m P{Z^  < > c + e} 
r+œ r+oo 
= 0 . 
This establishes condition (3.29) of Lemma 3.3. Condition (3.30) is 
obtained using similar arguments. By Lemma 3.3 
P T - G > 0 as r+oo 
rn rn 
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and the result follows. Q 
Note that the proof of Theorem 3.4 does not require a condition as 
restrictive as that given by C6. The following weaker condition is 
sufficient for Theorem 3.4: 
V{F^ (^x + 6j.) - F^ (x)} = 
for X = q(p) and 6^  = 0(n^  ^  ) , where 0 < p < 1 is fixed. Under 
condition C6, an asynçtotic representation of q^ C^y) is possible for 
all Y e Bp , where Bp is an interval containing p as an interior 
point. The following corollary gives this result. 
Corollary 3.4.1. Let 0 < p < 1 be given. Let the assumptions of 
Corollary 3.3.2 and conditions C0-C4, and C6 hold. Then there exists a 
closed interval Bp containing p as an interior point such that the 
sample quantile, q^ (^Y) , can be represented as 
q^^(y) = qCy) - [f(q(Y))] - F(q(Y))] + R*^ (Y) » (3.32) 
where R* (Y) = O (n )^ uniformly for Y e B 
rn ' p r ' p 
Proof. Under condition C4, arguments presented in the proof of Theorem 
3.4 are readily generalized to any y on a small interval around p • 
Let Bp = [P^ , Py] be an interval containing p as an interior point, 
and let = [q(P^ ), q(Py)] . By condition C4, (and hence Bp ) 
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can be chosen such that F(x) is continuous with a continuous, positive 
derivative for all x e . Since is a closed and bounded set, 
f(x) is uniformly continuous on A^  . By condition C4, 
F(x + cn^  ^  ) = F(x) + cn^  ^  [f (x) + a^ ] , 
for all X in Aq , where a^  is o(l) uniformly on A^  . In a like 
manner, other results presented in the proof of Theorem 3.5 can be shown 
to hold uniformly for all y e . • 
The asymptotic representation of q^ (^p) given in Corollary 3.4.1 
is used in the following theorem to prove the asymptotic multivariate 
normality of . 
Theorem 3.5. Let x" = (x®, ..., x^ ) = [q(Y^ ), ..., qCy^ )]' be 
the set of distinct quantiles in the interior of the support of F 
associated with the probabilities Y" = (y®, ..., y®)' . The 
corresponding set of sample quantiles for the r-th sample in the 
sequence is denoted by 
r^ = (Xrl • 
Let conditions CO through C3 hold for the indicator variables defined in 
Corollary 3.3.1, and let conditions C4 through C7 hold. Let 
= diag(dp^ , ..., d^ )^ , 
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where, for 1 < 1 < k , 
r^i = [2toSr(*ri)]"^ [9rn(?i + " ^ rnK " Vr^ 'ri»] ' 
Sr(Xrl^  = [V{F^ (^x^ )^}]^ /2, 
V{F^ (^x)} is obtained as in (3.28) and is the estimated variance of 
F^ (^x) evaluated at the point x , and t^  is defined by 
$(t^ ) = 1 - a2 ^  , $(•) is the distribution function of a standard 
normal random variable and 0 < o < 1 . It is understood that (y) 
>S« * * 
is the smallest observed x if 7 < 0 and that q^ /^y) is the largest 
* 
observed x if y > 1 . Then 
_ %0), Ji-> N(0, I) 
as T-*<o , where Q (x ) is the estimated covarlance matrix of 
'^ r r 
[^ rn(*rl)' ^ rn^ *r2^ * r^n^ *rk^ '^ obtained as in (3.28). 
Proof. By Corollary 3.4.1 there exists a closed interval 
containing y® as an interior point such that the sample quantile, 
q^ (^y^ ) , can be represented as 
Srn^ i^^  = q(Yl) " [f (x^ )]"^  " F(x^ )] + R*^ (yj^ ) , (3.33) 
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where q(Y^ ) = and ~ o^ fn^  ^  ) uniformly for in 
. For i=l, ..., k , let = [q(ir^ j^ ), q(T^ y)] , where and 
are the lower and upper bounds, respectively, of . As was 
shown in the proof of Corollary 3.4.1, B^  can be chosen such that 
F(x) is continuous with a continuous positive derivative for all 
X e A^  . In addition, each A^  can be chosen such that conditions C5 
lie 
and C6 hold for x e J and condition C7 holds for 
xe A= X Ag X ... x 
Expression (3.33) and result (3.26) give the following representa­
tion for q^ (^Yg) : 
W^ i^  = ^ ri = 4(Tl) + Op(»r^ 2^) 
= xj + Op(n^^ 2^) . (3.34) 
Hence, given s > 0 there exists a real number 0 < < » such that 
P{jx^  ^- x°| >  ^ < G for all r . It follows that there exists 
an r^  > 0 such that P{x^  ^e A^ } > 1 - e for r > rg . By condition 
C7 there exists M < » such that for r > r„ 
e u 
< P(»rl«(Fra(=rl)) " ?{?;.(%,i') I > Vr''' I r^i ^  
X P{X^^ G Aj} + e 
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< 2E . 
Since e > 0 is arbitrary. 
Vm<'ri» = + %(»; ' • (3-35) 
By condition C5, n^ V{F^ (^x)} is continuous in x on . Since 
e > 0 is arbitrary and is a closed and bounded set, it follows 
that 
Sr(Xri) = Op(\ ^  ) • (3.36) 
Therefore, given e > 0 there exists an r^  > r^  such that 
P{[(YJ + e B^] and [(yj - T s^^ Cx^^)) e B^]} > 1 - e 
for all r > rj . Since e > 0 is arbitrary, it follows from 
representation (3.33) that 
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+ Vr('ri)) - - Vr('ri)] 
= q(YÎ + V^ (x^ i)) - q(YÎ -
- [f(xO + Giri)]"^ [Fra(=l + ^ Iri^  " *"(=1 + 
+ [f(xO - G2ri)]-l[Fra(x; " Sgrl) " ?(=! " ®2rl^  ^
+ °p(*r ^ ) ' (3.37) 
where 
:lri = + Vr^ r^i^ ) " 
=2ri = q(Ti) - q(Yi - Vr(^ ri)) 
Condition C4 and result (3.36) give 
Glri = Op(o;'4) and Ggri = Op(n;: %) , 
where the bounds are uniform for x in . Thus, from C4 it follows 
that 
[f(xO +  ^ = [f(xO)] ^  + o (1) , 
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[f(xO - Ggpi)] ^ = [f(xO)] ^ + o (1) 
It also follows that for any e > 0 there exists a real number 
0 < M- < <*> such that 
2s 
«InnI » • 
for all r . By Lemma 3.5, there exists an r^  > r^  and an < <» 
such that (x® + M^ n^^  ) e , (x® - ) e and 
- "2s-; 
- F(xO + Mg^ n^  ^^ 2 ) + F(xO - M^ n^^  < M^ n^ l 
for all r > rg . By condition C6, there exist finite Mg and Mg* 
such that 
- V5 \ T, /-.n «**_- Vo P{|F^ (^x« 4. M»^ n; '2) - '2) 
- E[F^ (^x; H. -'2 ) - P^ (4 - M--n; ''2 )11 > n; ' «3) 
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 ^ 3^* 
** 
for all 0 < , 0 < , and r > r^  . Hence, 
r^a'4 + Girl' " * =2rl' 
• + =lil> - F(*î - =2rl' + • (3-38) 
From C4 
F(xO + = F(xJ) + f(xJ)ejj.^  + 0p(n^  ^  ) , 
- Gzri) = F(Xi) - f(Xi)=2ri + ' 
and 
Frn(=i + Slri) " " ®2ri^  = f(=i)(=lri + ^ 2ri> + °pK  ^
Arguments analogous to those used to prove (3.38) give 
r^n(4 + Girl) " ^rn^ i^^  = ^ <4 + =lri) " ' 
From Formula (3.25) we have 
+ :lri) - F(4t + =lrl> ' ' ' 
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Similarly, 
Frn(=ï - :2ri) " " ^2ri> = > 
Substituting these results into expression (3.37), it follows that 
2t^ s_.(îri)tf<%î)r' + <>p<\ • (3.39) 
From assumptions C5 and C7, we have for the i-th term in , 
[Sr(Xr^ )r^ = Op(nJ/2) . 
Hence, from (3.39) 
dri = [f(xp] ^ + Op(l) , 
and 
—> D (3.40) 
as r+oo , where 
D = dlag{[f(Xj)] \ ..., [f(xj^)] 
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By the triangle inequality, the i-th term in the diagonal of 
r^^ r^^ r^^  - n(x")} can be written as 
(3.41) 
Result (3.35) gives 
' <3.42) 
By (3.34), - x® = Op(n^  ^  ) ; given e > 0 there exists 
0 < M <00 such that P{ |x . - xÇ I > M, n '^ } < e for all r . It le ' ri i' le r 
follows that there exists an r^  > 0 such that P{x^  ^e A^ } > 1 - e 
for r > r^  . By condition C5, continuous in x on 
. Hence, for every > 0 there exists an r^  > r^  and g < » 
such that for r > r^  : 
P{x^  ^e A^  and - xO| < g} > 1 - e , 
< g , and whenever x^  ^e A® and |x^  ^- x^ j < g , 
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Therefore, for all r > r^ 
and 
- '"tn'-î»! " "p"' ' ".43) 
Results (3.42) and (3.43) give 
nJv{F^ (Xri)} - V{F^ (^xO)}| = o^d) . 
The covarlance terms in n {fi (x ) - n(x'')} may be handled in a similar 
r '^ r r 
fashion. Therefore, 
"r'-L^ *r^  ~ ® ' 
and by (3.40) 
\f®r^ Sr^ *r^ °^r " D{5(x°)}D] —> 0 , 
where n(x^  ) is the covarlance matrix of 
[F (xO), F (x®), ..., F (x?)]' . The results follow, because under 
Ml X ITU 2» ITU iC 
conditions C1-C4, C6, and C7, 
[D{n(xO)}D]"^ 6(i^  _ xO) —> N(0, I) • 
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The proof of Theorem 3.5 provides a justification for the 
confidence interval procedure of Woodruff (1952), because 
is the approximate (1 - 2a) percent confidence interval for qCyO) 
proposed by Woodruff. 
The asymptotic distribution theory of Theorem 3.5 provides 
procedures for estimating the standard error of the interquartile range, 
, and for determining approximate confidence intervals in large-
scale surveys. An estimator of the variance of the interquartile range 
is given by 
V(Rrn> = (-1, 1) V5j.(ij.)}D^ (-l, D' , 
where 
*r2^ ' = V^ O-75))' , 
X° = (YJ. Y%)' = (0.25, 0.75)' , 
D = diag(d^ j, d^ g) , 
r^l = > 
and 0 (x ) is the estimated covariance matrix for 
~r r 
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[F (x ,), F (x . A large sample approximate 95 percent irn ir i m r 6 
confidence interval for R = q(0.75) - q(0.25) Is given by 
A  ^ A 1/- A A A 1/-  ^
The extension of Theorem 3.5 to the estimator of the finite 
population quantile is given in Corollary 3.5.1. Let be the 
estimated covariance matrix defined by 
2r(=) = V{[F^ (x^ ) - .F^ i,(Xi) F^ (^xj^ ) - . 
and let 
S* = V{[F^ „(Xj) - F^ jj(xp. ..., F^ (^Xj^ ) - F^ j,(x^ )]'} , 
where the notation means that the variance of F (x) - F „(x) is 
rn rM 
evaluated at x = x^  . 
Corollary 3.5.1. Let the assumptions of Corollary 3.3.2 hold. In 
addition, assume that conditions C5-C7 hold for F^ (^x) - F^ (^x) . That 
is, assume 
C5.* For X in J , n^ V{F^ (x) - F^ (^x)} is positive and continuous 
In X . 
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C6.* For some 0 < C < » , 
V{F^ (^x + 6) - F^ (x) - [F^ jj(x + 6) - F^ (^x)]} < Cn^ j^aj , 
for all r , and for x and x + 6 in J . 
C7.* The covariance matrix gJCx") is positive definite. Furthermore, 
for every e > 0 and for all 1 < i < j < k , 
where M depends only on e , oj ..(x) is the (ij)-th element 
e rij 
of Sj.(x) and (x) is the (ij)-th element of n*(x) . 
Let the set of finite population quantiles for the r-th finite 
population in the sequence be denoted by 
' • ("rNl \lik'' " 'rN ' 
Let 
Dj. = diag(d^  ^ 3^ %) , 
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Then 
-^ > N(0, I) 
Proof. Under conditions C0-C4 and C6*, there exists a closed interval 
B* containing y® as an interior point such that the finite population 
quantile, » can be represented as 
qrN^ Yi) = q(Yi) - , 
where q(Y^ ) = and = o^ Cn^  ^ ) uniformly for in B* . 
Let = B^ O B* , where B^  is the closed interval defined in the 
proof of Theorem 3.5. Then for all x s B^  , expression (3.33) gives 
qrn(Yi) - = tf" ^rn^ i^^  ^+ 
where = o^ Cn^  ^  ) uniformly for in b! . The result 
follows using arguments analogous to those used in the proof of Theorem 
3.5. • 
2. Quantile Confidence Intervals Based on Test Inversion 
Corollary 3.3.2 defines a large-sample confidence set for the 
yO-Ch quantile, qCy") = x" , where 0 < y" < 1 , to be those x such 
that 
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Fp^ Cx) + t^ Sp(x) < Y" 
and 
Fp^ Cx) - CgSpCx) < Y° , 
 ^  ^ 1/-
where s^ (x) = [V{F^ (^x)}] ^  . The confidence set created in this way 
can contain disjoint subsets and can also be of infinite range, but 
fewer assun^ tions are required for the construction of this set than for 
the Woodruff (1952) confidence interval. 
The confidence set procedure of Corollary 3.3.2 is extended in 
Theorem 3.6 under the assumptions that both the cumulative distribution 
function and the variance of the sample cumulative distribution function 
are smooth. Under these conditions, it is natural to construct 
pointwise confidence bounds for the cumulative distribution function 
that are monotone increasing. The pointwise monotone confidence bounds 
for the distribution function can then be used to construct a large-
sample confidence interval for a quantile. 
The required smoothness conditions on the estimated variance 
function are given in C5(b) and C8 below. Note also that condition 
C2(b) is replaced by the stronger assumption, condition G2(c), in the 
proof of Theorem 3.6. Condition C2(c) requires that the sampling weight 
within each stratum (W n ?) be bounded above and below by positive 
rn rn 
multiples of n^  ^. Condition C2(b) requires only that the sum of the 
products of the stratum weight and the sampling weight within 
-1 
each stratum be of order n^  
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Theorem 3.6* Let 
frdû(*r(i)) " * Vr'^ rd)' for 1 = 1 
- •»=''^ rnO<''r(i-l)>' ^ rn'^ rd)' + Vr'^ rd)» 
for 1=2, ..., , 
and let 
fr.L(%r(l)) • 'm'^ rCl)' " Vr'^ 'rCl)' for 1 -
- •i"(frfl.<='r(H.l)>' frn(%r(i)) " ^'r<"r(i)" 
for i = 1, ..., - 1 
where *^ (2)' **"' *r(m) the ordered observed values, and 
L n 
m =E. , Z, , M.. . It is understood that F (x) = 1 if the right 
r n=l 1=1 rtii rnu 
side of the definition equals or exceeds one and that F^ ^^ Cx) =0 if 
the right side of the definition is less than or equal to zero. Let 
conditions CO, CI, and C3-C7 hold. Assume that the following additional 
regularity conditions also hold 
C2. (c) For all r and 1 < h < L^  , 0 < < Cy < <» , 
where c^  and Cy are fixed numbers. 
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C5. (b) For X in J , n^ V{F^ (^x)} has a derivative continuous in 
X and bounded for all r . 
C8. The maximum change In the estimated variance of F^ C^x) from 
point Xj to a point X2 is bounded by a multiple of 
" Pj ' where F^ (^x^ ) = p^  and F^ (^Xg) = p^  . 
Let x" = qCy") be the superpopulation quantile of order y" » where 
yO = yO from expression (3.27) and i e {1, k} . Define 
= inf{x: F^ ^^ C^x) > y"} and r^nL^ °^^  == sup{x: F^ ^^ (x) < y"} . 
If no value of is less than y® , then let = - » . 
If no value of F^ ^^ (x) is greater than y® , then let 
r^nl/Y^ ) ~ " • 
^^ r^nU^ '^ )^ < 1 - a 
as r+00 . 
Proof. By conditions C4, C5 and C5(b), there exists an interval 
and an r^  > 0 such that x° is an interior point of and for 
r > ro 
F(x) + t^ [V{Fj.^ (x)}] 
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is continuous with a continuous positive derivative on the interval 
A . Hence, if r > r_ , x .... e A , and x ... e A , then 
Y 0 r(l-l) Y r(l) y 
F(*r(i)) •*" " {^ (^ r(i-l)) "*• > o , 
with probability one. By conditions C5 and C7, 
[V{F^^(x ) } ]  ^^ 2 -  [V{F^^(x ) } ]  ^ 2^ = Op(n^ S , (3.44) 
uniformly for x e A^  . 
By condition C8 and result (3.44) when G A^  and 
L'P;) = \ ' 
I < " Pll ' ".45) 
where 0 < M < » . Therefore for q_ (p.) e A , q (p_) e A and 
Tn Y rn ^ 2 y 
p^  > Pj , the inequality, 
fr.lqrn(P2)l ^  "I ''' 
is possible only if 
P2 - Pi < t^ M n;^ /2|p^  - pj . 
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Because - p^  must be less than t^ M  ^, 
P2 - Pi < t2M2n;^  . 
Let be the largest order statistic less than or equal to 
x" . By condition C2(c), a finite number of observations, 
q < {t^ MPc,^ } < » , are required to move F (x) through an interval of 
ct L m 
length t^ M^ n^  ^, where {•} is the least integer function. Let 
X ,, V be the largest order statistic such that 
r(b-q) 
Then 
where j =0, 1, .q , are the possible candidate values for 
Frnu(*r(b)) * 
Let = [q(Y^ ), qCy^ )] . Formula (3.25) and condition C4 give: 
- Fm(q(YL)) ^ " ^(9(7^ )) + O^ Cn^  ) , 
where F(xO) - F(q(Y®)) > 0 . By C2(c), a lower bound on the number of 
elements in [q(Y^ ), x"] is given by 
- KqCïJ))] + ' 
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It follows that given e > 0 there exists an r^  > such that for 
all r > r. 
P{(^ r(b) ® (^ 'rCb-q) ^  1 - 2"^ : ' 
Therefore, by (3.44) there exists < » such that for r > r^  
< I > I %r(b) = \t 
X P(Xr(b) c Ay} + 2 
< G 
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, 
'a( " ""m'^ Cb)»' ''' ) " V°r'' " »•«> 
Similarly, for j = 1, ..., q , 
- ['"rn<-r(b-3)»l ' ".47) 
Let e > 0 be given, and let 0 < < » be a constant to be 
determined. We have 
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Mkr(b) - Vb-q)l > 
< P(,« - Xr(t_q) > 
P{x« - > %r(b_q)) 
P[F_._^ (x» - - tW.;'} 
- p{F„(x«) - F„(x» - < ty.;'}. 
By Lemma 3.5 and condition C4, when (x® - e there exist 
constants 0 < < <» and 0 < Kg < <» such that 
Kl"ls < < Vl. 
Let 
Choose large enough so that > t^ M^  and 
KsPls < *2: < K4M1S 
for some 0 < < " and 0 < < » . Using Chebychev's inequality 
and condition C6, we have for (x® - e 
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- »r(b-q) I > 
< P{Pr,('°) - - «1:»;') - E[P,n(x°) " F^ Cx" " 
< cW.-l _ E[Fp^ (%0) - F_._,(x« - Mj^ n;'))} 
< P{|F^ (^x') - F^ C^ ' - - E[F,,(X°) - F,^ (x» - M;,.;'), | 
< \'«2e' 
« -|K2e%^ «U 
Therefore, for a given e > 0 , can be chosen sufficiently large 
so that < e . Since e > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that 
-r(b) - 'r(t,-q) - °p<°r'' ' 
and 
- ^ r(b-q) = ' (3-4*) 
Therefore, for j = 1, ..., q 
fr.(*r(b)) - fm^ '^rtb-J)' " F('r(b)) " '«"rCb-j)) + "p'-;') ' 
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Results (3.46), (3.47), and (3.49) give for j =0, 1, ..., q 
A^ (^b) - \n(b-j) - [A^ (b) - A^ (^b-j)] = 0 (n"b , (3.50) 
where 
On the set A and for r > r. 
Arn(b) > A^ (^b-l) > ... > A^ (b-q) 
For j = 1 , let 
®rj = Ara(b) " , 
and let 
«rj = 
It follows that > ... > , and hence by (3.50) 
Gj.q = max{G^ j, ..., G^ }^ 
is such that G -G = 0 (n ^ ) . By condition C2(c) 
rq rq p r 
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-1 -1 \h°rh 0(np ) , and for j = 1, q 
frn(=r(b)) " 'rn'^ rCb-J)' " ' 
hence, by (3.49) 
F(=r(b)) - F(=r(b-j)) = ' 
By result (3.48), ]^.(b-j ) j=0, 1, ..., q . From 
C5 and C5(b), a Taylor expansion of j)}] ^  gives for 
j=0, 1, .« «, q 
and for j=l, ..., q 
" "(^ ra'^ rCb-J)> I '  O p ' " : ' )  '  
Therefore, the difference can be expressed as 
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= OpCnpl) . 
It follows from results (3.44) and (3.45) that 
Frnu(*r(b)) ~ ^ rn^ *r(b)^  ^  ^ rn^ b) ~ ®rq " ^rn^ *r(b)^  
• ta[V(Fr.<%r(b))" " ®r, "•5» 
• ''' + Op*-;'» 
= t^ [V{F^ (^xO)}] + Op(n;l) . 
Hence, F^ nD^ '^ rCb)) " ^rn^ \(b)^  estimator of t^ [V{F^ (^xO)}] ^ 2^ 
with error that is 0^ (n^  ) . An analogous argument holds for the lower 
bound. Therefore, for a fixed x" , 
P{Fj.nL(xO) < F(xO) < F^nU x^")} + 1 - « , 
and 
as r-x» . • 
A large-sample confidence interval procedure for the finite 
population quantile of order  ^ 9rQ(Y^ ) ~ » where 0 < y° < 1 » 
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Is given by 
I^ (xO) = [F;Jy(YO), F^ ^^ CyO)] , (3.52) 
where 
r^Tv'Vl)' " frn(=r(i)) +  ^ ' 
= Fra(Xr(i)) + Vr'*r(i)» 
for i = 2, ..., Bij. , 
• Frn(*r(i)) " Vr^ r^d)'  ^= "r 
= frn(%r(i)) " 'c^ r'^ rd)» 
for i = 1, ..., nij. - 1 
Gr(*r(i)) = " 'rN'^ rd)'" \ 
for i = 1, ..., , 
*r(l)' '""' *r(m) the ordered observed values, and is the 
total number of observed elements. It is understood that ~ 1 
if the right-hand side of the definition equals or exceeds one and that 
FrTj^ (x) =0 if the right-hand side of the definition is less than or 
equal to zero. As before, the inverse functions are given by 
inf{x: F^ ^^ (x) > Y°) and = sup{x: < Y°} • 
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If no value of is less than y® , then = - " • If 
no value of greater than y" , then F^ ^^ C^yO) = » . 
This confidence interval is analogous to the test inversion 
procedure for the superpopulation quantile q(y®) , given in Theorem 
3.6. To justify use of I^ Cx") as a large sample confidence interval 
for the finite population quantile, » the Woodruff confidence 
interval of Corollary 3.5.1 and are shown to be asymptotically 
equivalent. 
Theorem 3.7. Let conditions CO, CI, C2(c), C3, C4, C6, C6*, and C7* 
hold, and assume: 
C5. (b)* For X in J , n^ V{F^ (^x) - F^ (^x)} is positive and 
continuous in x and has a derivative continuous in x and 
bounded for all r . 
08.* The maximum change in the estimated variance of 
F (x) - F „(x) from a point x, to a point x« is bounded 
rn rN ^ ^ 
by a multiple of n^ j^pg ~ PJ » where F^ (^x^ ) = p^  and 
FrnCxz) = ^ 2 ' 
Let x°jj = be the finite population quantile of order y" , 
where y° = y® from expression (3.27) and i e {1, ..., k} . Let 
Ijj(x®) be the vector defining the Woodruff confidence interval for 
qrjjCY") • That is, let 
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where 
\ = 4rn(^ °) • 
Then 
nJ/2 [i^ (xO) - i^ (xO)] -L-> 0 . 
Proof. Let A be a closed interval of finite length in the interior 
Y 
of the support of F(x) that contains x" = qCy") as an interior 
point. Assume that A^  is chosen such that conditions C4, C5(b)*, C6, 
C6*, and C8* hold for x e A_^  . By condition C6 and Lemma 3.5, for 
6 > 0 , X e A and x + 6 e A 
Y Y 
(x + 6) - F^ „(x) = F(x + 6) - F(x) + 0 (n" ^^ 2^ 5 ^ 2^ ) + 0^ (n"b . 
rn rn p r p r 
(3.53) 
(See the derivation of result (3.38).) By condition C4, there exist 
0 < Kj < « and 0 < " such that for all x and x + 6 in A^  
K^ 6 < F(x + 6) - F(x) < Kg6 
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The upper bound of the Woodruff interval for the finite population 
quantile of order y" is given by 
where 
'rWl'"' = - :a=r(*r) 
and is the sample quantile of order • The upper bound of the 
smoothed test inversion interval is given by » where 
FrTl/x) = " Vru^ ^^  ' 
Vru(') = ' 
and F is defined in (3.52). By arguments similar to those used in 
the proof of Theorem 3.6, 
Spy(x) - 8j.(x) = Op(n^ b . (3.54) 
The difference between the Woodruff bound and the test inversion bound 
is in the standard error used in constructing the bound function. The 
Woodruff procedure evaluates the standard error of F^ C^x) - F^ jj(x) at 
the sample quantile while the inversion procedure uses a standard error, 
s^ (^x) , evaluated at x . By condition C8*, there is an 0 < < <*> 
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such that 
t^ |s^ (x) - s^ (i^ )| < |F^ (^X) - F^ (;^ )| , (3.55) 
for X e A and x e A . Given e > 0 , an 0 < M, < » and a 
Y r Y 1 
TQ > 0 can be chosen such that for all r > r^  
P{|xr - > 1 - e , (3.56) 
where x =q rY®+ts(x)l is the Woodruff upper bound and M, 
ruw rn*- ' a r r ' w 
 ^ . _ 1/ 
is defined in (3.58) below. This is true because = Op(n^  2) 
and by arguments analogous to those given in Theorem 3.5, 
- Vo jx^  - x^ ^^ l = 0 (n^  ^ 2 ) . By results (3.54)-(3.56), given > 0 
there is an 0 < M* < » such that 
P{t^ |s^ (^x) - s^ (x^ )| < M|n"^ } > 1 - (3.57) 
for |x - X I < M,n .^ Choose M < » such that 
' r' 1 r w 
> M*n~^  > t^ |s^ (x) - s^ (x^ )| (3.58) 
for r > r^ and |x - x^| < M^n^ ^ . Using (3.53), 
- ^ rWL^ Lw -
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r^BL<\uw + > 
where f(x) Is the derivative of F(x) . By (3.57) and (3.59), given 
Gg > 0 , there is an r^  > r^  such that 
« W^ ruw - < Y») 
> 1 - Sg 
and 
> 1 - Gg 
for r > r^  . Therefore, with probability greater than 1 - , the 
test inversion upper bound is in the interval 
<^ ruw - r^uw + 
for r > r^  . It follows that the difference between the two upper 
bounds, when multiplied by n^  ^converges to zero in probability. 
Similar arguments apply to the two lower bounds. • 
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D. Extensions to More Conqilex Designs 
Extension of the procedures derived In Sections A through C to two-
stage stratified random sampling Is straightforward. The sample mean 
per cluster Is defined to be 
r^ r^h ™rhl 
r^n " r^n"rh f \hl®rhl } ^rhlj ' (^ .60) 
n=i 1—1 J—i 
where Is the number of elemental units sampled in cluster rhi . 
In addition to regularity conditions CI and C2, a number of assumptions 
relating to the structure of clusters in the finite population must be 
made. 
Assumptions similar to those made by Fuller (1975, Appendix A) are 
sufficient to show a central limit theorem for y^  ^. Fuller (1975) 
obtained a central limit theorem for the special case of two-stage 
simple random sampling (i.e., = 1 in expression (3.60) and the 
subscript h is dropped). He assumed that the j-th observation in the 
i-th cluster Is given by 
?rlj = "ri + Grlj '  ^= 1' r^ ' ^ \l ' 
where the random variable u^ ,^ is a "primary component" and the random 
variable is a "secondary component". For cluster ri , it was 
assumed that the , j = 1, ..., , are a random sample from an 
infinite population with mean zero and variance and uniformly 
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bounded 2+6 moments, where 6 > 0 . The vectors 
(u^ ,^ » 1 = 1, Np , are a random sample from an 
infinite trivariate population with finite 4+26 moments. The number 
of elemental units sampled within a cluster is determined by letting 
m^ i be the smallest integer greater than or equal to » where 
N 
®^ri^ i-l * r > 1 , is a fixed sequence such that 0 < g^  ^< 1 . 
-1 
Letting f^  = n^ N^  , 0 < f^  < 1 , remain constant as r+œ , Fuller 
I/o -(1975) showed that n^  (y^  ^- Y^ )^ , properly normalized, converges in 
distribution to a standard normal random variable. 
Extension of the proposed procedures to other complex designs is 
also possible. For example, results are readily generalized to any 
stratified multi-stage survey design in which large numbers of strata 
are sampled with relatively few sampling units selected within strata, 
clusters have been selected with replacement from each stratum, and 
independent subsamples are taken from clusters selected more than once. 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED ESTIMATION PROCEDUEES 
Iowa State University has developed statistical software to analyze 
data from one-stage and two-stage stratified cluster samples. The "PC 
CARP" conçuter package is designed for the IBM Personal Computer XT and 
AT. Schnell et al. (1986) and Sullivan (1986) give detailed descrip­
tions of program capabilities, available analyses, program structure, 
and the user Interface. 
The PC CARP "Univariate" program in PC CARP Implements many of the 
estimation procedures described in Chapter III. This option provides 
the following quantile statistics for a user-specified variable and 
subpopulation: 
(1) number of sampled elements in subpopulation; 
(2) three smallest and three largest values of observations, number 
of observations at these values, and the first element identi­
fier and sample weight encountered at each value; 
(3) estimated cumulative distribution function and standard error 
at 25 selected points; 
(4) estimates of selected quantlles, standard errors, and 95 
percent confidence intervals; 
(5) estimated Interquartile range and its standard error. 
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Coiqjutatlonal procedures used by the Univariate program to estimate 
the cumulative distribution function, quantiles, the interquartile 
range, and other associated statistics are described briefly in Section 
A. Park (1987) gives a detailed description of the Univariate 
program. Performance of the estimation procedures was evaluated in 
three Monte Carlo simulation studies. Simulation study methods and 
results are summarized in Section B. 
A. Computer Algorithm 
The statistics coiiq>uted by the "Univariate" program in PC CARP 
require two passes through a data set. During the first pass, statis­
tics like the estimated mean (y^ ) , variance of the mean, minimum 
observation (y . ) , and the maximum observation (y ) are computed 1&1.11 ID&3C 
for a user-specified survey characteristic and subpopulation. The 
estimated mean is a combined ratio estimator. For single-stage cluster 
sampling, the estimator of the mean has the form 
L "h \i L "h \i 
• 'h'l 1=1 j!i h=i A ' 
where 
=1 if element u^ ij is in the subpopulation being analyzed, 
= 0 otherwise. 
The estimated variance of the mean is the usual Taylor approximation for 
the variance of a ratio. 
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The second pass through the data set computes the estimated 
cumulative distribution function at 99 points 
between y^  ^and y^  ^(i.e., estimation is on a grid). A covariance 
matrix for the estimated cumulative distribution function, F^ (x) , is 
also is computed, where x is set equal to every fourth point on the 
grid. Quantiles are computed by linear interpolation from the 101 
values of the estimated cumulative distribution function. 
The data are transformed prior to estimating the cumulative 
distribution function, when transformation is necessary to reduce the 
effects of skewed data (positively or negatively skewed) on the grid. 
The transformation improves the quality of the estimates obtained by 
interpolation. If 
®'^ ^^ max m^in^  ^  ^ n m^in ^  ^ '^ ^^ max m^in^  ' 
then no transformation is used. If the data show positive skewness by 
the criterion y - y . < 0.4(y - y . ) , then the following 
•^ n min max min ° 
transformation is made: 
z = t^  
hij , 
where 
Y = [In 0.5][ln(y^  - y^ )^ - ln(y^  - , 
h^ij ~ ^ hij m^in ' 
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h — 1, « » », L , i — 1, •••> ; and j — 1, •••» « 
If the data show negative skewness by the criterion 
y - y , > 0.6(y - y . ) , then the following transformation is 
n^ •'min •'max 'min ' 
made: 
=hij " ~ ^ hij ' 
where 
Y = [In 0.5][ln(y^ ^^  - y^ ) - ln(y^  - . 
h^ij ~ h^ij ^  ^ max 
The grid on which estimates of the cumulative distribution function 
are made is established by dividing the range of the survey variable, 
Y (or Z if the data are transformed), into 100 equal sized intervals; 
the endpoints of the intervals {x^  < < ... < x^ ^^ } thus form a 
grid, with Xj equal to the smallest value and equal to the 
largest value. For each x-value on the grid, the estimator F^ (x) is 
computed. This estimator of the cumulative distribution function has 
the general form given by formula (2.33); it simplifies to (2.54) for 
single-stage cluster sampling. 
To estimate the p-th quantile (0 < p < 1) the algorithm deter­
mines 
x(p+) = min{x^ : F^ (Xj^ ) > p, is [1, ..., 101]} 
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x(p-) = min{x^ : . i e [1 > • • • > 101]} 
where F = max{F (x ): F (x.) < P; j £ [1> .101]} . In this 
np - n- J' n- j 
search operation all 101 values of F^ (x) confuted for the x-values on 
the grid are used. The quantile estimate, q^ p^) , is then determined 
by linear interpolation between x(p-) and x(p+) . If the data were 
transformed for analysis, then the estimator resulting from this 
procedure is transformed back to the original scale prior to being 
printed. 
The estimated standard error of F^ x^) is smoothed prior to 
computing confidence Intervals. Let be the estimated variance 
at the i-th point on the grid, i = 1, 5, 9, ..., 101 . Since 
F (101) = 1 , the direct estimator of mi is zero; it is 
n ffiUi; iux 
replaced with 
F^FlOl, 101 ®FF97, 97 
Smoothed estimated standard errors are computed as 
FFll 
FFi+4, i+4 
for i = 5, 9 f • • • 9 97 
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 ^ [(k + 4 - i)crpp|jj. + (i - k+4^  
for 1 < i < 101 and 1^ 1 mod 4 , 
* ^ 2^ - o~ ^ r~ ^  4. ~ ^^ 2 1 
"^ FFlOl, 101 ~ °^FF97, 97 *^ FF101, 101^  ' 
where k is the largest integer which is less than i and is equal to 
1 mod 4. 
The upper bounds of the 95 percent confidence intervals for 
F^ (Xj) , j = 1, 5, 9, 101, are monotone increasing. Let F^ (Xj) 
be a monotone increasing version of F^ (x^ ) constructed by connecting 
the jump points with straight lines. The upper bounds are computed in 
the following steps: 
* 2"FFjj • 
F^ (Xj) = for j = 1 
= max{F (x ), F (x ,)} for j = 2, 3, ..., 101 , 
u j u j-1 
and 
Fnu(=j) = *ln{l, Fy(x.)} . 
The lower bounds, F (x.) for j = 1, ..., 101 , are created in an 
nL J 
analogous manner, with the x-values being processed in reverse order to 
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guarantee a monotone increasing lower bound. 
The upper and lower bounds defined by this process are used to 
determine a 95 percent confidence interval for q^ Cp) (or for q(p) if 
finite population correction factors were not used in the computation of 
the , where i = 1, 5, 9, 101) and to estimate the standard 
error of q (p) . Let F , ..(x) be the smallest value of F (x) 
n ^  , nu(p+) nu 
greater than p , on the grid. Let x^ (p+) be the minimum x-value on 
the grid such that F^ (^x) = Fnu(p+)(') ' Fnu(p-)(=) 
largest value of less than or equal to p on the grid. Let 
x^ (p-) be the largest x-value on the grid such that 
F (x) = F / \(x) . The lower bound for the 95 percent confidence 
nu nu(p-) 
interval for q^ Cp) is given by 
The upper bound for the 95 percent confidence interval for q^ Cp) is 
conq>uted in the same way as 
where is the smallest value of F^ (^x) greater than or 
equal to p on the grid, x^ (p+) is the minimum x-value on the grid 
such that F^ (^x) = > n^L(p-)^ *^  the largest value of 
F^ (x) less than p on the grid, and x^ (p-) is the largest x-value 
on the grid such that F _ (x) = F ^  (^x) . If the data were 
nL nn,p-) 
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transformed for purposes of analysis, then the endpoints of the 
confidence interval are transformed back to the original scale prior to 
estimating the standard error of q^ p^) . The estimated standard error 
of q^ (p) is 
[V{q^ (p) - qjj(p)}] ^  = 0.25[q^ (^p) - q^ C^p)] . (4.3) 
Note that if finite population correction factors were not used in the 
computation of the » where i= 1, 5, 9, 101, then the right 
I/o 
side of (4.3) is an estimator of [V{q^ (p)}] 2 , 
Estimates of the interquartile range and its variance also are 
confuted by the "Univariate" option of PC CARP. Let q^ (0.25) and 
q^ (0.75) be the estimators of the 25th and 75th quantiles, 
respectively, which are given by the procedure. An estimator of the 
interquartile range is given by = q^ (0.75) - q^ (0.25) . Let 
[q^ (0.25), q^ (^0.25)] and [q^ j^ (0.75), q^ ,^ (0.75)] be the bounds 
constructed by the methods of (4.1) and (4.2). Let x(0.25) and 
x(0.75) be the two values of the 26 x-values for which variances are 
available that are closest to q^ (0.25) and q^ (0.75) , respectively. 
Let 
V{Fjx(0.25))} C{Fjx(0.25)), FJX(0.75))}^  
C{F (^x(0.25)), F (^x(0.75))} V{FJX(0.75))} 
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be the estimated covariance matrix of F^ (') at these points, and let 
p be the estimated correlation between F^ (x(0.25)) and 
FJX(0.75)) . Let 
4,^  ^= V2max{F J^x(0.25)) - F (^x(0.25)), FJX(0.25)) - F (^x(0.25))} 
*22 = V2max{F J^x(0.75)) - F (^x(0.75)), FJX(0.75)) - F^(X(0.75))} 
Also, let 
(.25) 
(.75) 
The estimated covariance matrix for the vector (q^ (0.25), q^ (0.75))' 
is 
^0.25, 0.75 " 
/a (.25) 
0 a 
0 \ Mil 0 
(.75) 0 * 
1 p *2^ 0 \ / a 
22/ P 1 °  *22/  
(.25) 
0 a (.75); 
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The estimated variance of R is determined from this covariance 
n 
matrix: 
• (-1. 1>»0.25, 0.75<-l' • 
A large sample approximate 95 percent confidence interval fer (or 
for R if finite population correction factors were not used in the 
computation of the , where i = 1, 5, 9, .101) is given by 
(R^  - 2[V(R^ )] ^-^ 2 , + 2[V(R^ )] ) . (4.4) 
B. Monte Carlo Sinulations 
Three )&)nte Carlo simulation studies were performed to evaluate the 
performance of the PC CARP "Quantiles" option. Samples were selected 
from three different populations for which quantile estimation is of 
interest. All populations were skewed to the right. 
1. Percentage of Urban Land Population 
The population for the first study consisted of 3,069 counties in 
the United States (excluding Alaska). The survey variable of interest 
was percentage of urban land area within counties. Information on this 
variable was available from the 1982 National Resources Inventory, a 
survey conducted jointly by the Soil Conservation Service and the 
Statistical Laboratory at Iowa State University. A description of the 
inventory can be found in Goebel and Baker (1983) and Goebel and Schmude 
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(1981). Table 4.1 gives summary statistics for this urban land popula­
tion. The percent of urban land within a county ranged from 0 to 88 
percent, with 75 percent of the counties having less than 3.4 percent 
urban land. 
Two sets of 500 simple random samples were drawn from the urban 
land population. Sample sizes of n = 50 for the first set and 
Table 4.1. Characteristics of the urban land and soil loss 
populations 
Finite Population Characteristic 
Urban Land 
Population 
Soil Loss 
Population 
SIZE 
Number of Strata 1 
Number of Clusters 3,069 
Number of Elements Per Cluster 1 
Total Number of Elements 3,069 
35 
3,090 
1-3 
8,516 
SUMMARY STATISTICS 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Mean 
Standard Deviation 
0.0 
88.1 
3.9 
8.5 
0.00 
1,001.52 
2.42 
14.40 
QUANTILES 
'Jjj(0.25) 
«50) 
qjj(0.75) 
Interquartile Range 
0.6 
1.3 
3.4 
2.8 
0.02 
0.28 
1.68 
1.66 
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n = 100 for the second set were selected so that the performance of the 
estimators could be examined for moderate sample sizes. 
The following statistics were conq>uted for each sample: the 25-th, 
50-th, and 75-th quantlles (q^ (0.25) , q^ (0.50) , and q^ (0.75) , 
respectively), the Interquartile range (R^ ) , and variance estimates 
for each estimator. Three different procedures for calculating 95 
percent confidence Intervals for quantlles were used. 
The first method for computing a confidence interval for qjj(p) 
was the large-sample test inversion procedure. PC CARP uses a smoothed 
version of the procedure In which the bounds, 
F^ (x) + 2[V{F^ (x) - Fjj(x)}] , and F^ (x) - 2[V{F^ (x) - F^ Cx)}] , are 
restricted to be monotone Increasing (see TRieorem 3.7). Using the 
notation of Section A, let q^ (^p) and q^ (^p) denote the upper and 
lower bounds, respectively, of the confidence interval given by PC CARP. 
The second procedure for computing confidence intervals for q^ fp) 
produced symmetric intervals. The interval was calculated as q^ p^) 
plus or minus 2 times its estimated standard deviation, 
[V{q^ (p) - qjj(p)}] ^  , where 
[V{q^ (p) - qjj(p)}] ^  = 0.25(q^ (^p) - q^ ^^ p)) . The large-sample 
symmetric confidence interval for R^  which is output by PC CARP 
(formula 4.4 in Section A) also was determined. 
Finally, a confidence Interval was formed for q^ (p) using order 
statistics as interval endpoints. The order statistics were selected 
such that the confidence Interval was of minimum length and the confi­
dence coefficient was the minimum value greater than or equal to 95 
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percent. Since sample sizes precluded the calculation of confidence 
coefficients based on the hypergeometric distribution, the binomial 
approximations given by formula (2.10) were used. 
Table 4.2 summarizes the results of the two sets of 500 
repetitions. For n = 50 and lOO, and p = 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, this 
table lists the true population quantlle q^ Cp) , the average of the 500 
quantile estimates q (p) , a Monte Carlo estimate of the variance of 
Table 4.2. Monte Carlo properties of quantile estimates and estimated 
variances in 500 simple random samples from the urban 
population 
Average 
Monte Carlo 
Estimate of 
V{q^ (p) - q^ Cp)} 
p yp) s/p) viq^ Cp) - %(p>} Average Standard 
Error 
Sample Size 50 
0.25 0.58 0.58 0.026 0.027 0.0007 
0.50 1.35 1.38 0.094 0.122 0.0037 
0.75 3=43 3 = 50 0.936 1.460 0.0686 
Interquartile Range 2.85 2.92 0.835 1.404 0.0640 
Sample Size 100 
0.25 0.58 0.58 0.012 0.013 0.0002 
0.50 1.35 1.37 0.042 0.052 0.0015 
0.75 3.43 3.41 0.418 0.554 0.0180 
Interquartile Range 2.85 2.83 0.379 0.539 0.0178 
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q^ (p) and the average and the standard error of the 500 estimates of 
the variance of q^ p^) , denoted V{q^ (p)} . Table 4.2 also gives 
analogous results for the interquartile range, . Comparison of 
q^ Cp) to the average confuted q^ (p) suggests that q^ p^) has nearly 
no bias for n > 50 and p-values of 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. This near 
zero bias also is reflected in the small differences between the 
averages of the obtained values and R^  . Increasing the sample 
size from 50 to 100 decreases the estimated variance of q^ p^) by a 
factor of about two. Note that q^ (0.75) , has larger variance than 
q^ (0.25) due to the positive skewness present in this population. 
Table 4.3 lists estimates of the probabilities that the confidence 
intervals contain q^ (p) and the estimated expected lengths of the 
intervals. With 500 replicates, the estimated coverage probabilities 
have standard errors of approximately 0.01. In almost all cases the 
estimated coverage probabilities are within 1.5 standard errors of the 
nominal level of 95 percent and thus are acceptable. The lengths of the 
intervals for the test inversion and symmetric interval procedures are 
equal and are quite comparable to those given by the binomial procedure. 
2. Soil Loss Population 
Soil erosion data from a quality evaluation study of the 1982 
National Resources Inventory were used as the basis for the second 
experimental population. The 1982 National Resources Inventory employed 
a stratified area sampling scheme to collect soil erosion data. 
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Table 4.3. Monte Carlo coverage probabilities and average lengths 
of 95 percent confidence intervals in 500 simple random 
samples from the urban land population 
Parameter 
Sample Size 50 
Coverage Average 
Probability Length 
Sample Size 100 
Coverage Average 
Probability Length 
Test Inversion Procedure 
qj,(0.25) 
qj,(0.50) 
9^ (0.75) 
0.954 
0.946 
0.922 
0.64 
1.32 
4.36 
0.966 
0.960 
0.956 
0.45 
0.88 
2.82 
Symmetric Procedure 
qjj(0.25) 0.930 0.64 
qjj(0.50) 0.950 1.32 
qjj(0.75) 0.914 4.36 
Interquartile Range 0.920 4.24 
0.936 
0.958 
0.944 
0.948 
0.45 
0.88 
2.82 
2.78 
Binomial Approximation^  
qjj(0.25) 0.954 0.63 
qjj(0.50) 0.964 1.47 
qj^ (0.75) 0.926 5.09 
0.960 
0.972 
0.944 
0.45 
0.94 
3.02 
Actual binomial coverage probabilities are as follows: 
Quantile Sample Size 50 Sample Size 100 
*ljj(0.25) 
9^ (0.50) 
Qj(0*75) 
0.952 
0.967 
0.952 
0.952 
0.965 
0.952 
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Francisco (1986) describes in detail the design of the quality 
evaluation study. 
Data from 3,090 primary sampling units included in the quality 
evaluation study were used to form a stratified population. The 
population had 35 geographical strata, which ranged in size from 59 to 
235 primary sampling units. For purposes of the study, primary sampling 
units were assumed to be clusters of one-acre plots on which soil 
erosion data were collected. Based on the data collected at each plot, 
an estimate of the erosion rate (tons/acre/year) was made for each 
plot. Cluster sizes ranged from one to three plots, with an average of 
2.8 plots per primary sampling unit. Table 4.1 gives summary statistics 
for this soil loss population. 
Five hundred stratified random samples of size 100 clusters were 
selected from the population. The size of the simple random sample 
within each stratum was approximately proportional to the size of the 
stratum and ranged from 2 to 7. 
Results of this simulation study are summarized in Tables 4.4 and 
4.5. Conçarison of q^ fp) to the average of the q^ p^) values 
Indicates that with a sample size of 100 clusters (generally 270-280 
elements), q^ p^) , where p = 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, has near zero 
bias. Table 4.4 also Indicates that V{q^ (p) - qjj(p)} is an adequate 
estimator of the variance. Use of this estimator to construct a 
symmetric confidence interval for IjjCp) (column 3 in Table 4.5) led to 
intervals with confidence coefficients acceptably close to the 95 
percent nominal level. Comparable coverage probabilities were obtained 
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Table 4.4. Monte Carlo properties of quantile estimates and estimated 
variances in 500 stratified cluster samples from the soil 
loss population 
Monte Carlo V{q^ (p) - q^ (p)} 
Average Estimate of 
P q^ Cp) q^ (p) V{q^ (^p) - q-fp)} Average Standard 
Error 
0.25 0.02 0.02 0.0001 0.0002 0.7x10 
0.50 0.28 0.30 0.0090 0.0095 0.0002 
0.75 1.68 1.72 0.1443 0.1447 0.0030 
Interquartile Range 1.66 1.70 0.1409 0.1651 0.0038 
Table 4.5. Monte Carlo coverage probabilities for 95 percent confidence 
intervals in 500 stratified cluster samples of size 100 from 
the soil loss population 
Parameter Coverage Probability Average 
Length 
Test Inversion Symmetric 
Procedure Procedure 
qjj(0.25) 0. 948 0, .976 0.06 
9^ (0.50) 0. 956 0, .942 0.37 
9^ (0.75) 0. ,956 0. ,938 1.48 
Interquartile Range 0. ,944 1.57 
using the large-sample test inversion procedure. Confidence intervals 
which are based on order statistics could not be determined due to the 
large number of strata in the population. 
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3. Generated Lognormal Population 
The population used for the third study had ten strata with stratum 
sizes (N^  , h = 1, 10) as shown in Table 4.6. The observations 
in the strata were generated as simple random samples from 10 lognormal 
superpopulation distributions. Table 4.6 lists the parameters for each 
stratum. The cumulative distribution function for the superpopulation 
is shown in Figure 4.1. It is a mixed lognormal distribution with 
weights given by the stratum weights, = N^ N , for the ten 
strata. Figures 4.1 to 4.3 show a range of 0 - 50 for the dependent 
variable. The probability that a randomly selected observation from 
Table 4.6. Superpopulation parameters, stratum sizes, and sample 
sizes for the lognormal population 
Superpopulation 
Stratum 
Number Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 
Finite 
Population 
Size 
Sample 
Size 
1 4.69 1.44 40 10 
2 8.00 3.33 40 10 
3 8.85 3.68 50 10 
4 24.05 15.83 50 10 
5 13.80 7.36 60 10 
6 6.55 2.73 60 10 
7 5.18 1.59 70 10 
8 6.55 2.73 50 10 
9 24.05 15.83 50 10 
10 61.56 58.29 30 10 
Population Values 14.23 21.36 500 
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CDF for Mixture of Lognormals 
45.0 50.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 40.0 35.0 
Y 
Figure 4.1. Superpopulation cumulative distribution function 
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Finite Population CDF 
o 
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O" 
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Y 
Figure 4.2. Typical finite population cumulative distribution function 
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Empirical CDF for Sample 
-1— 
5.0 
T T T T 1 
0.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 
Y 
30.0 35.0 40.0 45.0 50.0 
Figure 4.3. Empirical distribution function for a stratified random 
sample of size 100 selected from the finite population 
shown in Figure 4.1 
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this distribution will exceed 50 is slightly less than 4 percent for the 
population. 
A series of 1,000 finite populations of size 500 were selected from 
the superpopulation. Figure 4.2 shows the cumulative distribution 
function for a typical finite population in the series. 
One stratified random sample of size 100 was selected from each 
population. The sample was allocated equally among the 10 strata. This 
means that the sampling rate varied from one-in-three to one-in-seven. 
The empirical distribution function for the sample from the finite 
population pictured in Figure 4.2 is shown in Figure 4.3. 
Results of this simulation study are summarized in Tables 4.7-
4.10. Table 4.7 compares the quantiles, q^ Cp) , from the 1,000 finite 
populations with the corresponding superpopulation values. Quantile 
averages for p-values of 0.25 , 0.50, and 0.75 are within one standard 
Table 4.7. Monte Carlo properties of finite population quantiles in 
1,000 finite populations from the lognormal superpopulation 
Monte Carlo 
Average Estimate of 
P q(p) q^ Cp) V{qjj(p)} V{q^ (p)} 
0.25 5.21 5.21 0.020 0.019 
0.50 7.87 7.87 0.054 0.055 
0.75 14.73 14.72 0.434 0.454 
Interquartile Range 9.52 9.51 0.470 
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error of the respective superpopulation values. Properties of quantile 
estimators constructed from the 1,000 samples are shown in Tables 4.8 
and 4.9. In Table 4.8, properties of estimators relative to the 
Table 4.8. Monte Carlo properties of quantile estimates and estimated 
variances for estimates of the lognormal superpopulation 
Monte Carlo V{q (p)} 
Average Estimate of 
A /V  ^ Standard 
P q(p) q f^p) v{q^ (p)} V{q^ (p)} Average Error 
0.25 5, .21 5, .23 0.104 0, .100 0, .104 0.002 
0.50 7 .87 7 .90 0.290 0, .275 0 .307 0.004 
0.75 14. 73 14. 78 2.494 2. 314 2. 589 0.045 
Interquartile Range 9, .52 9, .55 2, .380 2, .786 0.048 
Table 4.9. Monte Carlo properties of quantile estimates and estimated 
variances for estimates of the finite populations 
Monte Carlo V{q^ (p) - q^ (p)} 
Average Average Estimate of 
 ^  ^ Standard 
qjjCP) qa(p) v{q^ (p) - qjj(p)} Average Error 
0.25 
0.50 
0.75 
5.21 5.23 0.082 0.085 0.001 
7.87 7.90 0.234 0.250 0.004 
14.72 14.78 1.945 2.077 0.037 
9.51 9.55 1.991 2.231 0.040 
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corresponding superpopulation parameters are given. In this table, 
inference is from the sample to the superpopulation, and finite 
population correction factors were not used to calculate variance 
estimates. In Table 4.9, inference is from the sample to the finite 
population, and finite population correction factors were used in vari­
ance calculations. Confidence Interval coverage probabilities for both 
types of Inferences are shown in Table 4.10. 
Table 4.10. Monte Carlo coverage probabilities of 95 percent confidence 
intervals in 1,000 stratified random samples of size 100 
from the lognormal population 
Parameter Coverage Probability 
Test Inversion 
Procedure 
Symmetric 
Procedure 
Average 
Length 
Finite Population 
1jj(0.25) 
q^ co-so) 
qN(0.75) 
Interquartile Range 
0.955 
0.964 
0.958 
0.941 
0.947 
0.942 
0.943 
1.14 
1.95 
5.56 
5.77 
Superpopulation 
q(0.25) 
q(0.50) 
q(0.75) 
Interquartile Range 
0.963 
0.966 
0.953 
0.950 
0.946 
0.944 
0.950 
1.26 
2.17 
6.22 
6.46 
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As with the other two populations, the quantile estimator for p-
values of 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 displays near zero bias for this 
population. Comparison of the Monte Carlo estimate of the variance of 
q^ (n) - IjjCp) to the average of the estimates made for each sample 
shows that V{q^ (p)} is an acceptable estimator of the variance for 
this population. Both the observed and the estimated variance of 
q^ (0.75) are larger than that of q^ (0.25) , due to the positive skew 
in the population. Coverage probabilities for the test inversion and 
the symmetric confidence interval procedures were again comparable, and 
the obtained confidence coefficients are near the nominal level of 95 
percent. 
In summary, for the three populations investigated in this study, 
use of q^ p^) , , and either the symmetric or the test inversion 
confidence interval procedures leads to confidence intervals with actual 
confidence coefficients acceptably close to the 95 percent nominal 
level. 
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V. SDMMÂSÏ AND CONCLUSIONS 
Many confidence interval procedures have been proposed for 
quantiles. Procedures vary considerably in their assumptions and 
applicability to the complex sampling designs found in survey 
sampling. One procedure which can be used with a variety of complex 
survey designs is the large-sample confidence interval procedure 
proposed by Woodruff in 1952. Most other confidence interval procedures 
have been developed for the special case of simple random sampling and 
cannot be used with conqplex sampling designs. 
A new large-sample confidence set procedure for quantiles was 
developed for single-stage stratified cluster sampling, and extension of 
the proposed procedure to two-stage stratified cluster sampling is 
briefly considered. In addition, the asymptotic theory needed to 
support the large-sample confidence interval procedure proposed by 
Woodruff (1952) was developed for single-stage stratified cluster 
sampling. 
The asymptotic theory upon which both large-sample procedures are 
based was developed under assumptions similar to those made by Fuller 
(1974, 1984). It is assumed that a sequence of stratified finite 
populations,  ^, each having  ^strata, is created as 
a sequence of stratified random samples from a sequence of similarly 
stratified infinite superpopulations. In other words, the finite 
population in stratum h of is a random sample of size 
 ^ clusters selected from an infinite superpopulation. 
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Associated with each element In each cluster of a stratum Is a k-
dlmenslonal vector of characteristics. The cluster totals have absolute 
2 + 6 moments (6 > 0) which are uniformly bounded (condition CO). It 
is assumed that a stratified random sample of n = Z. , n . clusters 
r h=l rh 
is selected without replacement from the r-th finite population and that 
n 4- 00 as r 00 . 
r 
The asymptotic properties of the sample mean per cluster, , 
where examined under regularity conditions which dictate how the 
clusters in the sequence of samples are allocated to each stratum 
relative to the total number of clusters in the finite population 
(conditions CI and C2) and which specify that the limiting covarlance 
matrix for n^ 2^ (j^ .^  - exists and is positive definite (condition 
C3). Theorem 3.1 establishes a central limit theorem for the given 
sequence of populations and samples. Theorem 3.2 shows that under 
conditions C0-C3, the usual design-based estimators of the variance of 
are consistent. Conditions under which a continuous function of 
also has a limiting normal distribution are given in Theorem 3.3. 
For a stratified single-stage cluster sampling, the empirical 
distribution function is a ratio of sample means per cluster. The 
estimator of the cumulative distribution function, F(x) , for the 
characteristic Y is 
r^ . "rh . r^  ^ "^ rh r^h 
"rh-;: "rh'- 'J, " 
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This estimator is a combined ratio estimator of the mean per element. 
Suppose x" is a fixed point in the interior of the support of F . 
Corollary 3.3.1 gives conditions under which F^ (^xO) , suitably 
standardized, has a limiting normal distribution. 
Corollary 3.3.2 gives a large-sample confidence set procedure for 
the yO-th quantlle when F is absolutely continuous and strictly 
increasing in a neighborhood of qCy") » where F^ qCyO)) = y® and 
0 < y® < 1 (i.e., condition C4). This method for computing a 
confidence set for q(yO) is a large-sample test inversion procedure. 
A second method for determining a confidence interval for a given 
quantlle was proposed by Woodruff (1952). This method for determining 
an approximate confidence interval for a given quantile q(yO) is based 
on the asymptotic distribution of the y®-th sample quantile. Under 
conditions C0-C4 and certain smoothness assumptions on F^ (^x) for x 
in a neighborhood of q(yO) (i.e., condition C6), the sample quantile, 
q^ C^yO) for 0 < y® < 1 , can be expressed asymptotically as a linear 
transformation of the empirical distribution function evaluated at 
q(Y°) : 
q^^ (Y°) = q(Y°) - [f(q('Y°))] ^ [Fp^ (q(yO)) - F(q(yO))] + R*^ (yO) , 
where = o^ Cn^  ^  ) . This result is given in Theorem 3.4. It 
is known as a weak version of the Bahadur representation of q^ ^^ yO) in 
the literature on order statistics (Bahadur 1966). 
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Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.5.1 justify the confidence interval 
procedure proposed by Woodruff (1952) and give procedures for 
constructing confidence intervals for functions of quantiles such as the 
interquartile range. This theorem requires additional smoothness 
conditions on the variance of the empirical distribution function (i.e., 
conditions C5 and C7). 
The proposed quantlle estimation procedures and a smoothed version 
of the test inversion confidence interval procedure of Corollary 3.3.2 
(see Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.7) have been incorporated into PC CARP, a 
conçuter program which analyzes data from one-stage or two-stage 
stratified cluster samples. Computational procedures used to estimate 
the distribution function, quantiles, the interquartile range, and other 
associated statistics are briefly described in Chapter IV. 
Three Ifonte Carlo simulation studies were undertaken to evaluate 
the performance of this implementation of the proposed estimation 
procedures. For the populations and sample sizes included in the 
studies, sample quantiles of order 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 displayed near 
zero bias. Comparison of observed variances of the quantile estimators 
to the average of variance estimators across simulated samples showed 
that the proposed variance estimator is acceptable. In all cases, the 
obtained coverage probabilities for confidence intervals were near the 
nominal level of 95 percent. 
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